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INTRODUCTION AND POLICY CONCLUSIONS

The taxicab industry is heavily regulated, mainly by local

governments. Entry, fares, services, and qual i ty are restr icted
in a substantial majority of large urban areas. However, a

number of cities have recently deregulated entry, fares, and some

aspects of service. This report provides an economic analysis of

these taxicab regu lat ions and experiences wi th regulatory reform.
The principal conclusion of this report is that no persua-

sive economic rationale is avai lable for some of the most
important regulations. Restrictions on the total number of firms

and vehicles and on minimum fares waste resources and impose a

disproport ionate burden on low income people. A number of cities

have achieved favorable results by deregulating entry and minimum

fares in the radio-dispatched market segment, which typically

accounts for around 75 percent of all cab trips. Similarly,

there is no economic justification for regulations that restrict

shared-ride, dial- ride, and jitney service.

By contrast, potential market failures provide a credible

theoret ical rationale for some other types of regulat ions,

including fare ceilings and regulations dealing with vehicle

safety and liability insurance. Most of the problems cities have

experienced with taxicab regulatory reform can be traced to high

fares at airport cab stands. There are several ways to deal with

these problems, including revisions in the first-in-first-out

queue system, improvements in fare posting requirements,

increased cab line user fees, or lower fare ceilings.



Finally, some regulations might conceivably be justified on

eff iciency grounds because of distortions created by other taxi
regulations. Fare regulations that underprice certain categories

of trips might provide a "second best" rationale for prohibitions

on service refusal, requirements to offer service at certain

times or places, or mi nimum leve is on the numbers of cabs

operated by firms. However, surcharges for unprof i table services
would be more efficient than such service requirements.

Arguments for Regulation

In analyzing taxicab regulations, it is useful to consider

four taxicab market segments and five areas of regulation,
because the mer i ts of regu lat ion differ substant ially among them.
The four segments are cruising cabs, cabs that wai t at stands,

radio-dispatched cabs, and cabs that provide service under

contract. The five areas of regulation are: entry restri ct ions;
f are controls: restri ct ions on the types of service offered, such
as ride sharing: requirements to provide certain amounts of

service; and quality regulations, which concern vehicle safety,
driver qualifications, and liability insurance coverage.

Arguments for taxicab regulation are based principally on

alleged market imperfections that might lead to market failure or

inefficient resource allocation in one or more of the various

taxi market segments. The resource misallocations involve

over- or under-production of various taxicab services, production

of service at too iowa quality level, or unnecessarily high
costs of producing a given output.

-2-



Ten potential sources of market failure are discussed and

evaluated in the report. Three suggest that in unregulated

markets taxi fares might be above the efficient level. First,
some market segments the transactions costs to riders of finding

the cab with the lowest fare is high. This impediment to price

competition may cause fares to be inefficiently high in the case

of cruising cabs and cabs using stands at airports. Second,

drivers of cruising cabs may be in a position to price

discriminate and extract unreasonably high fares from riders who

face a high cost of finding another cab or from out-of-town

vis i tors. Third, economies of scale might pose a barrier to

entry that would permit taxi firms to charge inefficiently high

fares for radio-dispatch and contract service. Since one or more

of these arguments appl ies to each of the four market segments,

one cannot reject the possibility that fare ceilings may increase

eff iciency.

A fourth potential market imperfection arises in the cruis-

ing cab segment. Economists have not developed a model of the

cruising cab segment that determines a unique equilibrium fare

and service combi nation. It remains a theoretical possibility

that the fare that would be established in an unregulated

cruising cab market segment could be above or below the efficient

level and that regulation of fares could increase efficiency.

1 If fares are
competition may
regulations.

regulated, similar impediments to quality
provide a rationale for minimum quality



This argument provides the only potential rationale for fare

regulations that go beyond fare ceilings to restrict fare

compet i t ion. However, we conclude that impediments to price

competition in the cruising cab market eliminate the possibility

of fares below the efficient level.
Fare regulations themselves are a fifth potential market

imperfection. If fares are regulated, some categories of trips

may be priced so low that they would involve losses for taxi
firms. Firms might then refuse service even though most riders

might be willing to pay enough to make the service profitable.

This provides a possible second best rationale for a prohibition

against service refusal and for requirements to provide service

at certain places or times. Furthermore, because it may be

prohibitively costly to enforce requirements for service

provision when there open entry for independent cabs, there
may be a second best argument for imposing a minimum level on the

number of cabs operated by a firm. However, it woulrJ be more

eff icient to allow surcharges for the unprof i table servi ces.
A sixth potential market imperfect ion, informational prob-

lems, provides a rationale for quality regulations. Because it
may be difficult or. impossible for riders to judge some aspects

of the quality of cab service, e.g., vehicle safety or liability

insurance coverage, it may be eff icient for governments to

regulate these matters.
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Three other potential sources of market failure might be

suggested as rationales for entry restrict ions, but upon analysis
they do not justify taxicab regulations. First, it has been

argued that, because taxicabs cause congestion and pollution

externalities, restrictions on entry and cruising would increase

eff iciency. Our review of the evidence leads us to reject this

conclusion. Second, it has been argued that pricing of public

transit above marginal cost would justify restrictions on the

number of taxis in order to divert riders back to public transit.

We reject this argument; the existence of heavy transit subsidies

makes it implausible that on average transit rides are priced

significantly above marginal cost. Third, if taxi fares are set

substantially above the efficient level, an inefficiently large

number of cabs may be induced to enter the industry. If the high

fares are taken as given, it might then be second best efficient

to restrict the number of cabs. However, this is not a

justification for entry restrictions but rather an argument for

eliminating fare regulations or setting fare ceilings below

existing fare levels.
The last of the ten potent ial sources of market fai lure,

which is discussed under the heading "Wai t ing Time External i ties, "

suggests that in the absence of government intervention the number

of cruising cabs would be below the efficient level. This

provides an argument against entry restrictions.
Another argument used to support certain regulations is that

they might reduce the cost of enforcing and/or increase compliance

with other regulations that have an efficiency justification.



has been suggested that entry barriers that enable incumbent taxi

firms to earn above-normal returns provide governments with the

threat of license suspension or revokation as a tool for obtain-

ing compliance with other regulations. We reject this argument

as a rationale for entry barriers because: (1) li cense suspen-
s ion and revokat ion do not seem to be used. to prevent violat ions
of taxi ordi nances; (2) entry barriers could have substantial

offsetting efficiency costs; and (3) posting of bonds would be a

lower-cost enforcement mechanism. It has also been argued that

minimum firm size requirements, which would eliminate independent

cabs and reduce the number of cab firms, would reduce costs of

enforcing other taxi regulations.

Costs of Regulation

Although some forms of government intervention might be

justified by market failures, we do not have empirical evidence

that the relevant regulations that actually exist increase the

efficiency of resource allocation. There are, in fact, reasons

to doubt that existing regulations are efficient. One problem is
that the analytical and informatiqnal problems involved in

determining the efficient levels of the relevant policy variables

are great. It is doubtful that regulatory authorities generally

have the necessary expertise or information to determine these

levels. Also, taxi ordinances and the government agencies that

issue taxi regulations may not be motivated primarily by concern

for market failure and achievement of an efficient resource

allocation. It appears that taxi regulations have often been

-6-



designed to protect public transit systems and existing taxi

firms from competition.

One of the important effects of entry restrictions is to

enable taxi firms in a number of cities to exercise market power.

For this and other reasons, taxi regulations are responsible for

misallocation of resources. Some of the more obvious ways in

which the allocation of resources under existing regulations is

ineff icient include: (a) the number of taxi rides taken is

inefficiently low, because of regulations that raise fares,

restrict the amount of service, and increase waiting times; (b)

the cost of producing taxi trips is unnecessarily high, because

of regulations that prevent ride sharing and increase deadheading

and waiting in taxi lines; and (c) there are shortages of' certain

types of servi ce because of the incent i ves provided by the

structure of fares.
In addition to causing misallocation of resources, taxi

regulations adversely affect the distribution of income. Low

income people spend a larger percentage of their incomes on taxis

than do high income people, and in many taxi markets consumption

of taxi rides per capita is higher for low income people. As a

result, entry restrictions, prohibitions on shared-ride service,

and other regulations that increase fares and waiting times

impose a disproport ionate burden on low income people.

Restrictions on the number of taxis also limit the employment

opportunities of less skilled workers.

-7-



Experiences with Regulatory Reform

A survey of 103 U. S. cities found that during the past five

years sixteen cities substantially relaxed entry controls while

seventeen substant ially relaxed fare regulat ions. Thus, cities
have been quite active in taxicab regulatory reform.

Experience with open entry and fare competition in the radio-

dispatch market segment has generally been favorable. This

apparently true in Seattle, Oakland, Berkeley, Spokane, Sacra-

mento, and Charlotte. This is important, because typically about

75 percent of taxi trips are produced by radio-dispatched cabs.

The favorable effects of open entry in radio-dispatch market

segments include increases in the number of taxi firms and

decreases in the market shares of the largest firms, increases in

the number of cab hours of service, reductions in fares and

response times, and reduct ions in the amount of time city
councils devote to licensing and fare setting.

Overall, there have been no widespread significant problems

related to open entry in radio-dispatch market segments. While

an increase in customer complaints was recorded in Indianapolis

and Fresno, these can best be dealt with through driver

qualification and vehicle safety requirements rather than

restrictions on the number of cabs.

In marked contrast to the radio-dispatch segments, there

have been many problems in cab stand market segments at airports

following regulatory reform as a result of lengthening of the cab

queues. These problems do not provide an argument in favor of

-8-



entry restrictions, however. Rather, they suggest that there

would be significant efficiency gains from either increasing fare

competition at airports or imposing or lowering fare ceilings on

airport taxi service. Fare ceilings could be reduced until the

taxi queue shortened to the desired length.

Outline of Report

The remainder of this report is divided into six sections.

Section II provides an overview of the taxi industry and existing

regu la t ions. Section III presents the theoretical model of a

taxicab market that underlies much of our analysis. Section IV

discusses potential sources of market failure in the market for

taxicab services. It also provides a discussion of the motiva-

tions behind taxi regulation and a brief history of taxi regula-

tion. Section V analyzes the economic effects of taxi regula-

t ions on the structure of the industry and its performance, on

the efficiency with which resources are allocated within the

taxicab industry and between this industry and other activities,

and on the distribution of income. Section VI reviews the

experience of cities that have experimented with deregulation of

taxicabs. Section VII briefly summarizes conclusions. Appendix

A provides further details of the theoretical model of a taxicab

market. Appendix B summarizes empirical estimates of the demand

for taxi servi ce.
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II. THE TAXICAB INDUSTRY

The Role of the Taxi

The taxicab industry provides a significant fraction of

urban public transportation services. In some urban areas, the

taxicab is the only form of public transportation. Nationwide,

in 1970 fleets operating fully licensed taxicabs produced 2.

billion passenger trips, or 40 percent as many passenger trips as

did urban trans i t bus and rai 1 systems. These taxi fleets

employed at least 111, 000 people, and they generated 35 percent

more passenger revenue than did urban trans it systems. These

figures do not include independent cabs, livery vehicles (which

are licensed to provide radio-dispatch and contract service but

not to accept street hails), or unlicensed taxis. There are no

reliable figures for the latter types of cabs, but Wohl estimates

that there were abou t half as many independent as fleet cabs. 3

The taxi
restricting
Section. V.

industry would playa larger role if regulations
entry and shared-ride services were eliminated. See

Wells and Selover, 1972, p. 8- 6, and Wohl, 1975, p. 150.
Tolley et al., 1984, p. 9, cite a 1977 estimate that the annual
total number of cab rides was 2. 2 billion. Rosenbloom, 1983, p.
1, reports that taxis carry more passengers than do public
transit systems. However, Wainwright, 1984, reports that prior
to deregulation taxis accounted for only 5 to 8 percent of total
transit person trips in Portland, Seattle, and San Diego. 
Chicago in 1971, there were 327 livery vehicles plus 300 or so
illegal cabs operating in ghetto areas, in addition to 4, 600
fully licensed cabs. Kitch et al., 1971 , pp. 291-92. In New
York City in 1971, there were-abou t 15, 000 livery vehicles in
addition to 11, 800 fully licensed cabs. Kirby et al., 1974, p.
106. In 1982 , estimates of the number of liverY-a illegal cabs
in New York City ranged from 8, 000 to 40, 000. Regulation
March-April 1982, p. 13, and Reason , May 1982, p. 12. Kirby et

., 1974, p. 15 , reports that Pittsburgh and Cleveland
(footnote continued)
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Around 1970, taxis accounted for 5 to 47 percent of trips for

airline passengers using 16 major airports. 

There are a number of substitutes for taxicab service. For

passengers, there are privately owned automobiles, carpoo is ,

rental cars, public trans it, limousine and van services, privately

operated shuttle services, and (in a few areas) dial- ride and

jitney services. For parcels there are messenger servi ces. The

empirical evidence concerning the substitutability of these

lternat i ves for taxi service is summarized in Appendix B.

Market Seqments

It is useful to distinguish between four taxicab market

segments, because they differ in the probable benefits and costs

of various forms of regulation, and because the regulations

imposed on them differ. The segments are defined by how cabs and

users make contact: (1) cruising cabs, (2) cabs that wai t at

stands, (3) radio-dispatched cabs, and (4) cahs that

(footnote continues)

also had unlicensed cabs. In 1978, Toronto had 2 387 licensed
cabs: estimates of the number of illegal cabs ranged from under
100 to 600. Palmer, 1983, Ch. 3, pp. 28, 35. There were also
unlicensed cabs operating in minority neighhorhoods in Atlanta
prior to open entry in 1965. Rosenbloom, 1983, p. 11.

Webster et al ., 1974, Table 6-1.

Some observers have suggested that regulation of taxicabs in
Los Angeles caused a significant increase in demand for rentalcars. Wohl, 1975, p. 152, and Kirby et al., 1974, p. 288. See
also Coe and Jackson, 1983, pp. 10- 12-; For a discussion of jitney
service, see Sections IV and V below.
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carry riders or goods under contract. While it is useful to dis-

tinguish between these segments, it is also important to recognize

that regulations imposed on one segment may impact on others.

Cruising Cabs

The operation of cruising cabs is profitable only in the

downtown areas of large ci ties, where there is a high dens i ty of

potential riders at random locations.

Taxicab Stands

The operation of stands is often profitable at airports,

train stations, hotels, and s imi lar locat ions that produce pre-

dictable streams of riders. Stands may also be prof i table

areas where densities are insufficient for cruising to be profit-

able, e.g. , Los Angeles. Stands can he expected to replace

cruising when it costs less for riders to walk to a limited number

of known locations than for cabs to search for passengers waiting

at unknown locations, or when cruising is prohibited.

Radio-Dispatched Cabs

A third taxi segment involves. response by radio-equipped cabs

to telephone requests for service. This type of service exists in

most cities, including many without pUblic transit, and is used

heavi ly by lower income people who do not own cars. 

Eckert, 1970.

See Section V. D for ariders. In some cities,
well as passengers.

discussion of the income levels of taxi
radio-dispatched cabs handle parcels as
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Contract Servi ces

A final taxi segment involves transportation on a regular

basis of people or packages under individually negotiated con-

tracts. In a few cases taxi firms provide dial- ride services

for special population groups under government contracts.

Relative Sizes of Segments

Apart from large cities with dense downtown areas and major

airports, the taxi industry is heavily dominated by the radio-

dispatch segment. Wells and Selover (1972 , pp. 8-24) examined

cab servi ce in 194 communi ties and found that in the median one,

which issued only 20 taxi licenses, 86 percent of all taxi trips

originated from telephone requests. In 1981 in Seattle, 66

percent of trips originated from telephone requests, 33 percent

from cab stands, and 1 percent from street hai is. 

For a discussion of
1980, pp. 11, 15.

services in this category, see Kirby,

In London, Canada, taxi firms have contracts with the post
office and the school system. Palmer, 1983, Ch. 3 , p. 12.
10 Similarly, Webster et al., 1974, p. vi, found that in 27
communi ties in 1970, media n 88 percent of trips originated from
phone requests. In San Diego prior to deregulation, telephone
hails account for 73 percent of taxi trips. Wainwright, 1984.
In Portland in 1978-79, phone orders accounted for 70- 90 percent
of taxi trips, and contracts accounted for 10 percent. In 1984,
cruising was negligible, and contract services accounted for
about 20 percent of business. Gelb, 1982 , p. 38; Wainwright,
1984.

11 Gelb, 1983b, p. 93. Prior to deregulation, the
radio-dispatch segment accounted for 80-85 percent of
Gelb et al. , 1980 , p. xi.

trips.
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In 1977 in Dallas, 78 percent of taxis were summoned by telephone

whi le 22 percent were hai led in person. 12 In 1978 in Los

Ange les , about 30 percent of business originated at cab stands,
and there was little cruising. In 1978 in Washington, D. C.,
however, less than 25 percent of taxis had radios, and on average

even these cabs obtained only a minor share of their business

through dispatchers. 14

Firm Organization

Taxi service is provided by both fleets and independent

cabs. Independents generally operate in the cruising market

segment or at taxi stands, while fleets operate in all four

market segments discussed above .

Eisenberg and Barker, 1980, p.

Palmer, 1983, Ch. 3, p. 63.

14 Palmer, 1983 , Ch. 3 , pp. 42-47. Palmer reports that in
Sarnia, Canada (population 50, 000) in 1978, cruising accounted
for no more than 5 percent of business, contracts accounted for
about 15 percent, and radio-dispatch service accounted for therest (p. 53). In London, Canada (population 250 000), cruising
and stands accounted for no more than 20 percent of taxi
business; the remainder was radio-dispatch and contract service
(p. 14). By contrast, radio-dispatch service accounted for no
more than 50-55 percent of business in Toronto (p. 31).
15 Independents sometimes provide radio-dispatch service by
leasing dispatching. Fleets have stopped picking up passengers
at airports in some cities that have opened entry. See Section
VI.
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Firms operating fleets can be divided into three types based

on the relationship between owners and drivers. Some fleets hire

drivers on a commission basis. Other fleets lease vehicles to

drivers, typically for a fixed amount for a shift or longer

period of time. Still other fleets are operated by associa-

tions of owner-drivers who share dispatch and other services.

The trend in the industry is away from the first type of

relationship and toward the third.

Forms of Regulation

Since about 1930 the taxicab industry has been characterized

by pervasive government regulation, although a number of cities

relaxed regulations in the last five years. In general, the

extent of regulation increases with city size. A substantial

majority of large cities have strict controls on entry, fares,

and servi ce. By contrast, some small communities have virtually

no taxicab regulations.

16 Some cities prohibit leasing, at least in part as a result of
pressure from dr i vers I unions.
17 The imposition of regulations on the taxi industry during the
1930s is described in Section IV. 2. Regulations governing
contract services are usually less restrictive than those imposed
on the other market segments. In Portland, Oregon, package
delivery by taxis is unregulated.

pp.

Insurance requirements are near ly universal.
38- 39, and Taube, 1978.

Dipalma, 1978,
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Although at least ten states regulate taxicabs, typically
through public utility or similar commissions, 19 most regulation

of taxis is done by municipal governments. In addition, airports

often regulate taxicabs.

In the remainder of this subsection, we describe the forms

of regulation that exist in large U.S. cities.

Entry Regulation

A substantial majority of large cities limit entry into the

taxicab industry by restricting the number of vehicles and/or the

number of firms licensed to provide taxi service. Some cities

impose additional barriers to entry by giving existing firms a

right of first refusal for new taxi licenses or by requiring that

firms provide Some mi nimum amount of service. There are also
franchise requirements at some airports and taxi stands.

19 Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Kentucky, Montana, Nebraska,
Nevada, Pennsy vani a, and Rhode Isla nd regulate entry and fares
while Maryland and New Mexico regulate entry. Kirby et al.,
1974 , p. 63; Gilbert and Samuels, 1982, p. 186; Eckert; 1973, p.
94; Dipalma, 1978; Shaw et al., 1983 , v. l, pp. 7- 11.Massachusetts also regulateS-taxi s.
20 Regulations in New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles are
documented in Regulation , March-April 1982, pp. 11- 13, 36; Kitch
et a1., 1971; and Eckert, 1970. General descriptions of taxicab
regulations are also available in Kirby et a1., 1974 , pp. 63- 76,
and Gilbert and Samuels, 1982 , Chapters S-a 10.
21 In a survey of 103 cities with populations of 50 000 or more,
Shaw et al., 1983, v. l, pp. 29- 32, found that 87 percentrestr icted entry in some manner: 30 percent had a fixed number
of licenses; 9 percent had a fixed ratio of licenses to popula-
tion; 25 percent required a showing of public convenience and
necessity to obtain a license; 6 percent had franchise
requirements; and 17 percent had minimum service standards.
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In some cities, the number of licenses has changed li tt ie,

at all, since it was first restricted in the 1930s. (See Table 1

for recent data on the number of licenses. For example, New York

City limited the number of fully licensed cabs to 13, 566 in 1937,

and in 1982 it limited the number to about 11, 800. Boston

limited the number to 1, 575 in 1930, and the limit was unchanged

in 1980. Chicago limited the number to 4, 108 in 1934, reduced

the number to 3, 000 in 1937, and then (following a temporary

collapse of entry barriers following World War II) limited the

number to 4, 600 in 1963, with no further change since that date.

Detroi t limi ted the number to 1, 310 in 1946 and had the same

number in 1983.

In some cities, the taxicab regulatory authority can issue

additional licenses following a demonstration of public

convenience and necessity by the applicant. However, even where

such provisions exist, regulatory authorities have commonly

denied all applications for additional licenses.

22 Regulation , March-April 1982, p. ll.
were reserved for independents and 6, 818
cabs.

Of these permits, 4, 969
were reserved for fleet

Gilbert and Samuels, 1982, p. 70.

24 Kitch et al., 1971, pp. 327,
number of cabS-was the result of
the cab companies.

339. The 1963 limi t on the
a bargain between the city and

Rosenbloom, 1968 , p. 413: and Table 

26 In New Orleans, the taxi ordinance limits the number of cabs
to 1, 640 and allows no flexibility beyond that point. In
Chicago, until recently the regulatory authority could issue

(footnote continued)
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In some cities, the number of licenses is limited not to a

specific number but by a ratio of licenses to population, e.g.,
between 1930 and 1977 Seattle limited the number of iicenses to 1

per 2, 500 res idents, although this ratio was exceeded in practice

and was about 1 per 1 700 in 1970. Simi lar ly, Miami limi ted

the number of cabs to 1 per 1 500 res idents, but the actual

ratio was about 1 per 800 residents in 1970.

In addi t ion to limi ting the number of cabs, some ci ties have

regulations that limit the entry of new firms. First, while all

cities seem to allow existing firms to renew their vehicle

licenses automatically, Some cities do not allow existing firms

to sell these licenses to new firms. For example, Chicago

recent ly made licenses non -transferable. In such cases, a new

firm can enter only if the number of licenses is increased or an

existing firm decides not to renew its licenses. The latter is

unlikely as long as existing firms are able to earn an above-

normal rate of return, even if a new firm could do better.

(footnote cont inues )

addi t ional licenses only if the rat io of operat ing expenses to
gross revenues in the industry fell below 84. 5 percent. Kitch et

., 1971, pp. 287-288. 
Zerbe, 1983a, p.

28 Rosenbloom, 1968, p. 413. Limits on the ratio of cabs to
residents also existed in Cleveland, Milwaukee, and New Orleans
in the early 1970s and in Portland, Oregon, prior to 1979. Kirby
et al. , 1974, p. 67, and Gelb, 1982.
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Second, some cities give firms' that are already in the taxi

industry an advantage over new firms in obtaining any additional

licenses that are issued. Eckert (1970, p. 420) and Kitch et al

(1971, p. 288) report that in 1970 taxicab ordinances in Los

Angeles and Chicago specified that all new licenses were to be

issued to existing firms in proportion to the number of licenses

they alre ady he ld. New firms could obtain licenses only if all

existing firms declined them.

Third, in addition to, or in some cases instead of, limiting

the total number of taxicabs licensed, regulatory authorities

have directly limited the number of firms licensed to supply taxi

service. The number of firms franchised varies. As of 1966,

three and four firms respectively were franchised in Phoenix and

Pittsburgh. In 1979, two and three firms respectively were

franchised in Fort Worth and Dallas. In several cities only

one firm was given a franchise, even when the regulatory

legislation did not limit the number to one. For examp ie, in

the late 1960s only. one firm was franchised in Philadelphia,

Tucson, and in each of six zones in Los Angeles. 30

29 Rosenbloom, 1968, p. 413, and North Central Texas Council of
Governments, 1979, p. xvii-4. Other cities with franchise
systems as of 1970 are identified in Table 

30 Eckert, 1970, p. 407, and Rosenbloom, 1968, p. 413. Arizona
opened entry in Phoenix and Tucson in 1982. According to Gilbert
and Samuels, 1982, p. 93, the owner of the Los Angeles fleet went
bankrupt in 1976, and its licenses were scattered among indi vi-
dual owners. Palmer, 1983, Ch. 3, p. 67ff., describes post-1976
deve lopments in Los Ange les. The area former ly served by the

(footnote continued)
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It is also common for monopoly franchises to be given for

taxi service originating at taxi stands, rail stations, and

airports. For example, Los Angeles grants exclusive franchises

for use of taxi stands, and Dade County has an exclusive

franchise for the airport. In some cases, franchises are sold to

the highest bidder, e.g., the Pittsburgh airport franchise.

However, the exclusive rail station franchise was ended in

Washington, D. C., in 1972, and exclusive airport franchises were

ended in Seattle in 1977 and in Dallas/Fort Worth in 1979.

(footnote cont inues )

bankrupt company was divided into seven zones, between one and
six franchises were granted in each zone, and maximum restric-
tions were imposed on the number of cabs that can be operated by
the three largest firms. In the case of Philadelphia, a fran-
chised firm tha had 1, 480 cabs in the late 1960s went bankrupt
in the 1970s, and the "remnants of the firm have been sold to a
new operator who is attempting to settle the firm s ten million
dollars of outstanding claims, an attempt which will include
selling 208 of the firm s taxi certificates. Gilbert and
Samuels, 1982, p. 93. We do not know why the firms in Los
Angeles and Philadelphia went bankrupt; entry restrictions
generally lead to economic profits for taxi firms. As of 1978,
only one firm was franchised in the Orange County South area of
Los Angeles; similarly, only one firm was franchised in most
cities in Orange County North.

31 Eckert, 1970; Metropolitan Dade County, 1979; Kirby et al.,
1974, p. 69; Gelb et al., 1980, p. 29; Eisenherg and Barker
1980, p. 12. Zerbe; 1983b, reports that the exclus i ve franch ise
at Seattle s railway station was ended in 1979 and reimposed in
1982. New York, Washington, D. C., and Minneapolis do not have
exclusive airport franchises.
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Some governments have proh ibi ted taxi cabs from enteri ng into

exclusive service contracts with hotels.
While entry restrictions of the types described above are

usual in large cities, there are exceptions. Washington, D.C.,

and London do not have entry restrictions. As of the late 1960s,

Atlanta and Honolulu did not have entry restrict ions. 33 Since

1979, at least thirteen cities have relaxed their entry restric-

tions; their experiences with deregulation are discussed in

Sect ion VI.

Fare Regulation

Almost all large cities regulate taxi fares. First,

regulatory authorities usually specify the way in which fares are

computed, e.g., by use of a meter and/or by a zone system.

Second, regulatory authorities in most cities specify what the

32 Metropolitan Dade County,
taxi stands, apart from seven
Washington, D.C" allows such
pp. 33 , 46.

33 Rosenbloom, 1968, p. 413; Kirby et al., 1974 , p. 77, Atlanta
had no entry restrictions in 1976, whe here were about 1, 900
cabs, but now restricts the number of taxis to 1, 500 and requires

new companies to' have at least 25 cabs. Olson and Kuehl, 1976,
p. 52.

1979. Toronto prohibits exclusive
stands reserved for independents.
concess ions. Palmer, 1983, Ch. 3

34 In a survey of 103 cities with populations over 50, 000, Shaw
et al., 1983, v. l, pp. 47-50, found that 77 percent regulated
tares in some manner; 50 percent set fare levels and 27 percent
set fare ceilings; a few of the cities that set ceilings also set
floors. In 1974 , taxis in 95 percent of communities with
populations of 100, 000 or more and 65 percent of communities with
populations under 100, 000 used meters. Some of the smaller

(footnote continued)
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fares must be, leaving no scope for fare competition.

they specify only ceilings on fares.

However,

in some cases,

In meter systems, regulations normally cover the initial

flag drop " charge, the charge for additional mi leage, and the

charge (if any) for time delays. In zone systems, regulations

cover the fares for trips within and between various combinations

of zones and charges for waiting time. In addition, in both

meter and zone systems, regulat ions cover senior ci t i zen discounts

(footnote continues)

cities may not have required meters. Webster et al., 1974

, p.

3. Zone fares are used in Washington, D.C., where meters are
prohibited. Zone or grid systems, which are similar, seem to be
used for shared-ride taxi service in several cities including
Little Rock, Arkansas: El Cajon, California: Westport,
Connecticut: Davenport, Ohio: Hicksville, New York: Xenia, Ohio:
Arlington, Virginia: and Madison, Wisconsin. Some small
communi ties have flat fares. Jitney services, such as that on
King Avenue in Chicago, and shared-ride taxi services between
airports and downtown areas, such as that in Boston, sometimes
have flat fares per rider. Newman and Lave, 1982 , p. 4, and
Kirby and Miller, 1975, p. 372. The New Orleans airport
prohibits use of . meters and requires flat fares per trip.
35 San Francisco switched from mandatory to maximum fares in
1978, Portland and San Diego did so in 1979, and Anchorage and
Tampa did so in 1983. In San Francisco, fares below the- maximum
must remain in effect for at least 15 months, and no fares below
the maximum have been charged. In San Diego, the ceilings were
set quite high and flag drop and per-mile charges both varied from
80 to $1.50. In Portland, the ceilings were set at lower

levels and rates charged have been at the ceilings. Gelb, 1980,
p. 46, and Shaw et a1. , 1983, v. l, p. 54.

36 Some meters are des igned so that they swi tch from a mi leage
basis to a time basis when the cab is moving at less than a
certain speed. In New Orleans, the regulated fare structure
includes a charge of $. 20 per minute when the cab is moving at
less than 15 miles per hour.
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(if any) and the extras (i f any) that can be charged for

addi t ional passengers, rush hour service, late night service,

weekend service, radio-dispatch service, service to a destination

outside the municipality, bad weather, and parcels and luggage.

Where ride sharing is allowed, regulations also cover how the

separate parties are charged. There is considerable variety

among cities in actual practice on these extras, e.g., the fare

for a party of two ranges from the same as the fare for one

person to twice as much. Some cities have rush hour and late

night surcharges while others do not. These differences in fare

structures have two important implications. First, they affect

both supply of and demand for service. Second, they complicate

the task of comparing average fares across cities.

Where fares are regulated, rate setting is usually

undertaken on the basis of a target operating ratio, e. rat io

of total operating expenses to gross

rate of return cr i terion is used. 38
revenue. Less commonly,

37 According to Webster et al., 1974 , p. 2- 9, time delay charges
may add 20 percent or moretothe basic fare in dense urban areas
such as New York City or Chicago. Simple tabulations based on
drop and mileage charges ignore this.
38 Kirby et al., 1974 , p. 74, refers to four cities with
operating ratTO before taxes and interest of 90 to 96 percent.
In Chicago, until the late 1970s the taxicab ordinance provided
for fare increases when the operating ratio was above 86 percent;
however, around 1970 the ratio was above this. Kitch et al.,1971, p. 289. 

- -
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In contrast to the detailed fare regulations that exist in-

most large cities, Seattle imposes only four requirements: taxi s

are requ ired to use meters; firms must file their rates with the

city and cannot change them more than four times per year; in the

case of cabs regulated by the county, fares must be conspicuously

posted; and trips originating from the airport are subject to

fare ceilings.

Service Restrictions

Taxi firms in many jurisdictions are prohibited from provid-

ing certain types of service. For example, most jurisdictions

prohibi t shared-ride service, including variations such as dial-

a -r i de servi ce and jitney service (where the vehicle operates

along a semi-fixed route). Apart from direct prohibitions,

shared-ride service is restricted by requirements to have the

first passenger ' s permission to pick up a second, requirements

that the cab use the most direct route, requirements to use

meters (a zone fare system facilitates shared-ride service),

prohibitions against discounting fares for shared-ride service,
prohibitions against the display of destination signs, and
restrictions on vehicle size and number of passengers. However,

39 It is relevant that street hails account for only 1 percent
of taxi trips in Seattle. Gelb, 1983b. Apparently, while taxi
firms in Albuquerque must post fares and file them with the state
regulatory commission, the fare level is not regulated. Dipalma,
1978. Shaw et al., 1983, v. l, pp. 53-54, lists other cities that
do not control fares: Berkeley, Spokane, Des Plaines (Ill.
Springfield (Ohio), Tacoma, Charlotte (N. ), Madison, Phoenix,
Sacramento, Tucson, Kansas Ci ty (Mo.
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several ci ties that have deregu lated entry into the taxi industry

have also legalized share-ride service and special fare systems,

e.g., San Diego.

In some cities or areas, taxis are prohibited from cruising

or from pick ing up passengers who hai 1 them on the street.

New York City, fully licensed or medallion cabs are allowed to

accept street hails while livery cabs are not.

Service Requirements

Most jurisdtctions require taxi firms to provide certain

types or levels of service. Taxi firms are often requ ired to

provide service to all customers within the jurisdiction who cali

for or hail their cabs, regardless of origin and destination.

40 Citizens League, 1981. Pickrel and Rogers, eds., 1978, p.
42, report that ordinances restricting ride sharing existed in 35
of the 50 largest cities. In 1979, shared-ride taxi service was
available in at least 28 communities (including Washington, D.
and for at least seven special services. Virtually all used flat
or zone fare systems, and none used meters. Newman and Lave,
1982, p. 4. Shared-ride service was legalized in Chicago in1981. Chicago cabs offering this service are designated by a
special insignia and are permitted to use zone fares. Reason
May 1982, p. 12. For a discussion of restrictions on j tney
service, see Eckert and Hilton, 1970.

41 Other prohibitions and restrictions on service apply to
whether cabs can offer package delivery service and use of cab
stands. In Berkeley, each firm is limited to a maximum of 25cabs. Knight ., 1983, p. 43.

42 In New Mexico, taxi firms under the jurisdiction of the state
regulatory commission, principally firms in Albuquerque, must
obtain approval for abandonment of part or all of their services.
Dipalma, 1978, p. 35.

43 This is difficult to enforce, and
refusal of service are common. These
Sections V. 7 and V. 10.

hence complaints about
complaints are discussed in
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Firms may also be required to have a minimum number of cabs and

to operate those cabs a minimum number of hours per day and days

per year. 44 Los Angeles requires that taxi firms answer their

telephones wi thin 45 seconds and that cabs pick up customers

within 15 minutes of the call.

Quality Regulation

There are a number of common taxicab regulations that impose

minimum levels on the quality of service or of the inputs used to

produce service. Thus, there are regulations concerning vehicle

44 Portland, Oregon, and Cleveland require a 24-hour a day
dispatch capability and a minimum of 15 and 25 cabs,
respect i vely. Portland also requires city-wide operation and 10
cabs in operation at all times. Gelb, 1982, pp. 4, 17. Atlanta
and Dallas require new cab companies to have at least 25 and 50
cabs respectively. Los Angeles requires a minimum ranging from 5
to 80 on number of cabs as a condition for a franchise. Palmer,
1983, Ch. 3, pp. 69, 72. New York City requires cabs to run two
nine-hour shifts" each day, but many cabs evidently do not comply.
Regulation , March-April 1982, p. 13. Fresno requires 24-hour a
day dispatching and a minimum of $160 per day per vehicle in
documented revenues. Paratransit Services, 1983, p. 10
Charlotte requires 24-hour a day dispatching. Shaw et al., 1983,2. 
45 Palmer, 1983, Ch. 3, pp. 70-71. The city places test calls
and imposes fines for violations. Tests in 1978 found compliance
rates of 30 to 80 percent. San Diego requires that all firms
have 24-hour a day dispatching and that they respond to at least
80 percent of calls within 15 minutes, a maximum of 15 percent in
15 to 30 minutes, and a maximum of 5 percent in 31 to 45 minutes.
These standards are not in fact met. Gelb, 1983a, p. 134.
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design, condition, age, and safety, driver qualifications, and

liability insurance coverage. 

46 The driver qualification regulations involve age,
fingerprinting, driving record, criminal record, physic"l and
mental health, character, knowledge of city geography, driving
skills, and fluency in English. Dipalma, 1978, p. 46. In
addition to the types of regulations described above, regulations
are often imposed on a variety of other matters. Some cities
prohibit leasing of cabs from the licensee-owners to drivers.
Some cities permit owners of taxi licenses to sell them,
sometimes with restrictions on who is eligible to buy them; other
cities do not permit such sales. Some cities regulate the
external appearance of cabs, including identification. Some
impose record-keeping and receipt requirements. Many require
periodic inspection of meters. Regulatory authorities also
charge fees for franchises, for vehicle licenses, and for picking
up passengers at airports.
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III. THEORETICAL MODEL OF A TAXICAB MARKET

This section explains the theoretical model of a taxicab

market that underlies the discussion of several issues in this re-

port. 47 The model is intended to capture the principal character-

istics of the cruising cab segment, but it is useful in analyzing

some regulatory issues in the other market segments as well.

The principal characteristic that distinguishes this model

from models of other competitive markets is the role of waiting

time. From the point of view of consumers, expected waiting time

is clearly an important consideration in deciding whether to take

a cab. One way to incorporate consumers ' concern with waiting

time into the model is to treat it as a quality variable.

this case, a reduction in waiting time increases the demand for

taxi service (i . e., shifts the demand curve for taxi service to

the right). Another way to incorporate waiting time is to add

the dollar value of waiting time to the fare to get the "full
cos t" of a taxi tr ip to the consumer. In this case, a reduction

in waiting time leads to a movement down the demand curve.

adopt the first of these approaches because it is more

appropriate unless all people place the same dollar value on

waiting time.

47 Versions of this model can be found in several articles on
the cruising cab market segment, viz., Orr, 1969, Douglas, 1972,
De Vany, 1975, Schreiber, 1975, Abe and Brush, 1976, Beesley and
Glaister, 1983, and Tolley et al., 1984. Similar models appear
in the public transit literature , e.g., Frankena, 1981, 1982,
1983.
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While waiting time can be treated as a quality variable from

the point of view of the consumer, from the point of view of each

individual cab firm in a competitive market waiting time is quite

different from the quality of most products. In most markets,

each firm decides what quality output to produce. However,

the cruising cab market, expected waiting time depends on the

total number of vacant cabs, and (unless it is large relative to

the entire market) an individual firm cannot offer a longer or

shorter expected waiting time to customers.

One reason for emphasizing waiting time is that government

regu lat ion of taxi cabs likely to affect waiting time. For

example, a restriction on entry into taxi markets might be

expected to raise both fares and waiting times. If fare

regu lations limit the impact of entry restr ict ions on fares, the

impact on consumers of a limitation on the number of cabs would

be felt principally in longer waiting times.

The basic assumptions underlying the model are: ( 1) Apart

from waiting time, all aspects of cab service quali ty are

exogenously determined and uniform across cabs. ( 2) The number

of taxi rides demanded depends on the fare and on the expected

waiting time for a cab. (3) All cabs charge the same fare.

(4) The expected waiting time for a cab depends on the total

number of vacant cabs. (5) The cost of operating a cab is a

constant per hour. (6) In the absence of regulations limiting

entry, cab firms earn zero prof its, e. , a normal rate of

return.
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In the usual competitive market, such demand, cost, and

equilibrium conditions determine market price and output

uniquely. But in a cruising cab market, there is a range of

fare and service combinations at which the market would be in

equilibrium. That is, there is a range of ways in which revenues

per cab hour could equal the cost per cab hour of service. Thus,

the typical cab might just cover its costs in the following three

situations, or in other situations between these:

( 1) Low fare, -high occupancy rate: the fare is low, the

total number of cab hours of service is very low, average waiting

time is very high, and the total number of rides produced is low.

The number of rides produced per cab hour of servi ce is high.

(2 ) Medi um fare, medium occupancy rate: the fare, the

total number of cab hours of servi ce, and average waiting time

are at medium leve is. The total number of rides is high. The

number of rides produced per cab hour of service is at a medium

leve 1.

( 3) High fare, low occupancy rate: the fare is very high,

the total number of cab hours of servi ce is low, average waiting

48 In conventional competitive markets where quality is a
variable, the price and quantity at each quality level would
normally be uniquely determined. In the special case where
willingness to pay for higher quality and the cost of producing
it are equal, the equilibri UJ would not be unique, but the
possible equilibria would be equally efficient. This 
different from the situation here, where only one quality level
can be produced at anyone time, since wai t ing time is a property
of the aggregate equilibrium, and the different equilibria would
not be equally efficient.
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time is at a medium level, and the total number of rides is very

low. The number of rides produced per cab hour of service is low.

The various possible zero-profit equilibrium fare and

service combinations for a cruising cab market can be summarized

by the "zero-profit locus " in Figure 1, where the fare (F) and

the tota 1 number of cab hours of service (S) are on the axes. 

The various combinations of fare and service that would result in

any given number of cab rides can be represented by an " iso-
rider " line, two of which are drawn in Figure 1. The number of

r ides along Rl is greater than that along R

The lowest anc' highest fares at which cabs could break even

would be at points A and G respectively, which might correspond

to the first and third situations described above. Given the

breakeven constraint, the number of cab hours of service would be

maximized at point D. Given the iso-rider lines, the number of

cab rides would be maximized at point B, which might correspond

to the second si tuat ion above. The average waiting time would be

minimized at a point between D and G, such as E.

49 Mathematically, the zero-profit locus gives the solutions to
the equations FR - cS = 0, R = fCF, V), and V = S - bR, where F
is the fare, R is the number of rides, c is the cost per cab hour
of service, S is the total number of cab hours of service, fC.
is the demand function, V is the number of vacant cab hours of
service, and b is the fraction of an hour required to produce a
ride. The zero-prof it locus in fare -servi ce space would be
roughly elliptical, and hence for a given fare there would be two
equilibrium service levels. However, the lower service level
would be unstable, so given any fare there would be a unique stable
service equilibrium. Frankena, 1981, p. 339, n. 10. Figure 1
shows only the stable equilibrium portion of the zero-profit locus.
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At fare-service combinations to the left of the zero-profit
locus, such as H , firms in the taxi industry would earn positive

profits, i. e. , rates of return greater than the compet it i ve leve 

available in other activities. If entry were restricted and the

right to operate a taxi could be sold or leased, medallions would

command a price or rental equal to the present discounted value

of these prof its.
If the government imposed a mandatory fare equal to F* but

did not impose entFY restrictions, firms would enter the industry

until profits equalled zero, and the equilibrium would be at C.

I f the government limi ted the maximum number of cabs and hence
the maximum number of cab hours of service per hour to S* ile
industry would operate along line APMHQG; the point at which it

would operate wou ld depend on the fare. If the government

limited the maximum number of cabs to S* and set the fare at F*

the taxi industry would operate with fare and service combination

From the point of view of the taxi industry, there is Some

fare-service combination such as J at which joint profits would
be maximized. If the government gave a single taxi firm a

monopoly franchise and did not control the fare or service level,
the firm would operate at J. I f there was more than one firm,
the firms might be expected to encourage the government to impose

entry restrictions and fare regulations that would move the

industry away from the zero-profit locus toward point J.
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From the poi nt of vi ew of the economy as a whole, wi th i n the

framework of this model the efficient position for the taxi

industry would be somewhat to the right of the zero-profit locus,

at a point such as K. Such a point is not attainable by the

industry without a subsidy, however. A competitive taxi industry
would not expand to the efficient level hecause there is an

e xterna 1 economy. An increase in the number of taxis in service

increases the number of vacant cabs and hence reduces the average

waiting time for all riders and the average social cost of

production for rides. It follows that when there are a number of

taxi firms and one of them adds a cab, that firm cannot capture

all the social benefits of the addition in capacity. As a

result, given the efficient fare, there will be less than the

efficient amount of service in the absence of a subsidy. This

wai t ing time externali ty " is discussed further in Sect ion

IV. A. S.

The model discussed here does not consider the external

diseconomy involved in road congestion. Congestion externalities

will be discussed further in Section IV. In theory, a nega-

tive congestion externality could at least partially offset a

positive waiting time externality, in which case the efficient

point would lie to the left of However, in Sections IV.

and IV. S we suggest that consideration of congestion externali-

ties would not have much effect on the location of the efficient

point, in which case the efficient allocation still would not lie
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to the left of the zero-profit locus when both congestion and

waiting time externalities are taken into account.

With this qualification, suppose that K represents the

first best" efficient allocation. In the absence of a subs irly,

the industry would be constrained to operate on the zero-profit
locus. Subject to this constraint, the "second best" efficient
allocation would be at a point such as R.

50 In this discussion, B happens to be the point at which the
number of rides is maximized as well. In genera 1, the two poi nts
need not coincide. For a discussion of some of the assumptions
that determine the relationship between efficiency and rirlership
maximization, see Frankena, 1983.
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IV. RATIONALES FOR REGULATION

Potential Sources of Market Failure

An important contribution of economic analysis is the

theorem that in the absence of market imperfect ions the forces of

supply and demand will produce an efficient allocation of

resources wi thou t government intervention. It follows that in

order to justify government regulations in markets for taxicab

services, one must begin by identifying imperfections in those

markets that would lead to market failure. The market fai lure

might take the form of over- or under-production of various

taxicab servi ces, product ion of the wrong qual it ies of service,

or unnecessarily high costs of producing a given output. Whether

any particular government regulation is justified depends on its

success in increasing the efficiency of resource allocation,

e., creating benefits that exceed its costs.

This section provides a discussion of ten imperfections that

might occur in markets for taxicab services as well as a proposed

rationale for entry restrictions based on enforcement costs for

other regulations. We consider whether each imperfection is

important empirically and whether each would justify some kind of

government intervention. We conclude that restrictions on entry,

on minimum fare levels, and on shared-ride service are not

justif ied by tRese imperfect ions.
On the other hand, potential market imperfections might

provide a justification for other forms of government

i ntervent ion, including requirements that taxi firms post fares,
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ceilings on fares, and regulations dealing with matters such as

vehicle safety and liability insurance coverage.

Congestion and Pollution Externalities

Congestion

Taking the level of non-taxi traffic as given, the operation

of taxicabs on congested streets slows down other road users,

increas ing their time and money costs of trave Taxis - impose

congestion costs not only when they are engaged but also when

they cruise, when they stop to pick up and discharge passengers,

and when they wait at stands located on public streets. Since

taxicabs and their users do not pay for the congestion costs they

impose, it has been argued that the number of taxi rides produced

and the amount of cruising under congested conditions would be

inefficiently high in the absence of government intervention.

has been suggested that restrictions on entry and cruising would

increase eff iciency.

The economi cs li terature deali ng with congestion suggests

that passenger cars impose marginal congestion costs of over $.

per mi le when they use congested urban streets. For example,

Dewees (1978 , 1979) estimates the marginal congestion costs

imposed by an additional morning rush-hour automobile trip on a

number of different roads in an area similar to one about seven

miles from downtown Toronto. The costs range from zero to over

one dollar per vehicle mi le. The marginal congestion costs, on

average, were 25 cents per vehicle mile for all automobiles
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combined, 38 cents per vehicle mile for inbound automobiles, and

4 cents per vehicle mi le for outbound automobiles At mid-day

the marginal congestion costs averaged cents per vehicle

mile for inbound automobiles. 

If road users are not charged for the marginal congestion

costs they impose, the use of congested streets will be

inefficiently high. Economists have often suggested that in

theory the most efficient form of government intervention to

correct this market failure would be imposition of road user

charges that would vary with the extent of congestion. 

For a variety of political and economic reasons, governments

do not in fact impose such congestion charges. The question is

whether the efficiency of resource allocation ' would be increased

in this situation by restrictions on the number of taxicabs

and/or on cruising without restrictions on other types of road

vehicles.
A limitation on the number of taxicabs or on cruising would

reduce the amount of congestion cabs themselves cause, but there

are several reasons to doubt that the benef its of such

restr ict ions would outweigh the costs, or even that congest ion

would decline. Such restrictions would have costs in the form of

increased travel costs for potential taxi riders, but offsetting

51 These estimates assume a value of travel time of $3. 75 per
vehicle-hour. For a more extensive summary of the literature on
congestion costs, see Frankena, 1982, Chapter 

Id.
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benefits might be negligible, for three reasons. First, while

there would be an inefficiently large number of private

automobiles, it is not clear that there would be an inefficiently

large number of cabs or excessive cruising in the absence of

government intervent ion. Another market imperfect ion, discussed
below in the subsection entitled "Waiting Time Externalities,

would cause underproduction of taxi cab servi ces, part icular ly 

cruising cabs. The market failure due to waiting time

externalities would at least partially offset any market failure

due to congestion externalities insofar as the number of taxicabs

and the amount of cruising are concerned.

Second, a restriction on the number of cabs or on cruising

would lead to an increase in road use by private automobiles, and

this would cause an at least partially offsetting increase in

congestion. A reduction in the number of cabs and in cruising

would lead to an increase in the time and money cost of travel by

cab, which would divert some cab riders to private automobiles.

Furthermore, any decrease in the amount of congestion would

reduce the cost of travel for private automobiles and encourage

their use of roads. 

Third, a restriction on the number of cabs would reduce use

of taxis in parts of the city and probably at times of day for

which congestio is not a serious problem. In such situations,

53 In New York City and London, traffic speeds increased
significantly during taxi strikes, but this reflected very
run responses. Kirby et al ., 1974 , p. 96.

short-
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restriction on the number of cabs or cruising would yield no

congestion-reduction benefits.
In addition, the extreme version of the congestion argument,

namely that free entry would lead to downtown areas clogged with

taxicabs, is refuted by the experience of cities such as

Washington, D. C. and London, which have not restricted entry, and

of the thirteen or more U, S. cities that opened entry in

1979- 1984.

If a city does conclude that the number of cruising cabs is

inefficiently high, the problem would be inefficiently high

fares. The appropriate policy would be a reduction in the

maximum permissible fare, not a restriction on entry.

The preceding discussion has been concerned with general

congestion of urban streets. A different, local congestion

problem arises at cab stands at some airports and rail stations.
I n such cases, cabs impose delays on each other and on other

traffic, and occasionally cabbies use force to allocate limited

space. 55 Sometimes, the origin of the problem is high fares,

54 Kirby et al., 1974 , p. 97. For another report criticizingthe congestlon-rgument for entry restrictions, see Palmer, 1983,
Ch. 3, p. 5. Palmer also notes that free entry works well in
Sarnia and Windsor, Ontar io, which have populations of 50 000 and
250 000 respectively (p. 79).
55 Palmer, 1923, Ch. 3 , p. 2 , reports that in Los Angeles in the
1920s cab drivers fought over waiting space in front of certainbuildings. Zerbe, 1983b, p. 46, reports that following a switch
to open entry at the Seattle Amtrak station in 1979: "Long taxi
lines developed, taxis spilled out of the assigned areas, Some
drivers left their cabs (blocking access for Amtrak employees and
passengers, as well as fellow cabbies), and some loitered in the

(footnote continued)
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which at tract a large number of cabs. In these cases, the
efficient policy would be to reduce fares, not to restrict entry.

In some cases, the problem is that a scarce resource, space for

taxicabs, is not priced. In these cases, the efficient policy

might be to charge user fees at congested cab stands, not to
restrict entry.

This subsection has concluded that congestion externalities

do not justify restrictions on entry or cruising. It should be

added that elimination of regulatory barriers to shared-ride taxi
service might reduce congestion.

Air Pollution

Schreiber (1975) argues that air pollution externalities

provide a justification for restrictions on the number of taxis

and on cruising similar to that provided by congestion. I f the
level of air pollution per vehicle mile or hour was not subject

to control, the arguments would be simi lar, except that the

marginal pollution damage per vehicle mile is considerably less

than the marginal congestion cost on busy streets. 

(footnote cont inues )

station aggre sstvely seeking passengers. Independent drivers
clashed with drivers of the lower-priced 'major ' cab fleets.
However, simi lar problems have been reported at the Chicago
airport, which does not have open entry. Chicago Tribune
March 7, 1984.

Frankena, 1982, Chapter 2.
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Small (1977) estimated that on average air pollution costs

would be at least 0. 4 cents per vehicle mile in U. S. urhan areas

for a car without emission controls. In another study, Dewees

(1974) suggests a figure of about 1 cent per mile as the average

air pollution cost in urban areas for a car without emission

controls. Zerbe and Croke (1975) estimate that in Chicago the

average air poilu t ion cost imposed by cars, some of which had

pollution control devices, was less than 1 cent per vehicle

mi le . 58

In any event, it makes little sense to restrict road use,

particularly by one category of users, to deal with air
pollution. A more efficient approach would be to reduce the

amount of pOllution per vehicle mile or hour through emission

standards or charges. Furthermore, air pollution standards are

already imposed on automohiles, and additional measures might

reduce efficiency.

57 This is a lower-bound estimate because it assumes that the
cost of illness and death is equal to direct medical expenditures
plus forgone earnings, and because it does not include? number
of forms of damage, such as the effects of lead emiss i05S,
discomfort, and household cleaning costs. Also, this is an
average cost; according to Small, " it is certainly plausihle to
argue, for example, that damage of at least several cents per
mile is caused in high-density central business districts by
automobiles .in slow-moving congested traff ic.
58 The pollution damage figures in these three studies are in
current dollars from the mid-1970s.

59 Langenfeld, 1983, concludes that the costs exceed the
benefits from existing automobile air pollution standards.
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Overpricing of Public Transit

If two goods are close substitutes in consumption and the

first is priced above marginal cost, then the efficiency of

resource allocation may be increased by pricing the second above

marginal cost as well. The inefficiently high price for the

first good would encourage inefficiently high consumption of the

second unless the latter I S price was also raised. It has been

argued by Schre i ber (1975) that taxi and transit rides are close

substitutes and that transit rides are priced above short-run

marginal cost. If this is true, transit use would be too low and

taxi use would be too high. The efficient policy would be to

reduce trans it fares. A second best policy would be to raise

taxi fares. If neither of these policies is adopted, it is

possible that a restriction on the numher of taxis would increase

eff iciency.

Since public transit is heavily subsidized, it is

implausible that on average, for various categories of public

trans it rides, prices are above marginal cost. Where trans it

f ares do not vary with time of day, transit rides during off-peak

periods when the transit system is not congested probably are

priced above marginal cost. However, transit rides during peak

periods when the transit system is congested probably are priced

below marginal gost. And where transit passes are used, all

rides for passholders are priced below marginal cost. As a

60 If transit were priced below marginal cost, a symmetric argu-
ment could be made for setting taxi fares below marginal cost.
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result, it seems likely that transit fares are below as often as

they are above marginal costs, and that it would not be efficier.t

to restrict taxi service on the grounds that transit is

mispriced.

Indeterminacy of Cruising Equilibrium

Section III describes a version of the model of an

unregulated cruising cab market that has been used by a- number of

economists. In a cruis i ng cab market, there is a range of fare

and service combinations, shown by the "zero-profit locus

Figure 1, at which the market would be in equilibrium.

Some of the models of the cruising cab market have added a

further behavioral assumption that would determine the

fare/service equilibrium uniquely, or restrict its range, without

government regulat ion. Orr (1969) makes an arbitrary assumption
about the equilibrium service level. Douglas (1972) and

Schreiber (1975) suggest that, because of the high cost to

consumers of searching for lower fares, fare competition would be

limited and the equiiibrium would be at an inefficiently high

fare level, e.g., where the level of vehicle hours of service

would be maximized (point D in Figure 1). Coffman (1977) and

Williams (1980a, b) challenge this view but do not present a

61 For a discuss ion of eff icient trans it fares, see Frankena,
1982.

62 Orr assumes that there is a "normal" ratio of engaged
passenger miles to vehicle hours of taxi service.
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complete model. Bees ley and Gla i s ter (1983) simply assert that

the equilibrium will coincide with the allocation that is most

efficient given the zero-profit constraint, i. e. , point B in

Figure 1.

Thus, economists have not provided a model of the cruising

cab market that would justify the conclusion that the forces of

supply and demand would lead to an efficient fare and resource

allocation. For reasons that are discussed in the following

subsect ion, the fare in an unregulated cruising cab market might

be inefficiently high, but it would not be inefficiently low.

Thus, while this problem might justify a fare ceiling, it 'Nould

not justify minimum fare regulation.

Impediments to Price Compet i t ion

Standard models of competitive markets assume that each firm

faces a demand curve that is perfectly elastic at the market

price. Such firms maximize profits by producing the level of

output at which marginal cost equals price, which is efficient.

If firms face demand curves that are not perfectly elastic, they

maximize profits by charging prices above marginal cost and

industry output is inefficiently low. In this case, a government

price ceiling might increase efficiency.
The dema,.ndcurves facing individual taxi firms will not be

perfectly elastic with respect to price, even when each firm is

63 Douglas, Schreiber, Coffman, and Williams are discussed
in the following subsection.
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small relative to the market, if potential riders cannot

costlessly select the cab with the lowest fare. If it is not

worthwhile for potential riders to incur the search costs

required to find and use a cab offering a lower fare, or if lack

of information or opportunity would prevent riders from doi ng so,

cabs will not have an incentive to offer lower prices. Such

impediments to price competition might arise in the cruising cab

market and at taxi stands at places such as airports. 64

If fares are regulated but quality is not, a similar

argument might apply to quality competition. That is, firms

might be able to reduce quality below the efficient level without

causing riders to turn down the first cab. In this case, dr i ver

and vehicle quality regulations might increase efficiency.

Cruising Cabs

Consider a model of a cruising cab market similar to that

developed in Section III but with additional behavioral

assumptions adapted from Douglas (1972) and Schreiber (1975,

1977, 1981). SUppOSB that each cruising cab is owned by an

independent firm, that cabs are free to choose any fare system

they wish, and that cabs commi t themse 1 ves to a fare structure

prior to making contact with potential riders. Once a contact is

64 Wainwright, 1984, notes that following deregulation of fares
in San Diego and Seattle, fleets concentrating on radio-dispatch
service charged lower fares (for 5 mile trips) than did
independent cabs concentrating on street-hail and cab stand
service.
65 See Gallick and Sisk, 1984. Of course, this should also be
considered as an argument against fare regulation.
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made, the rider has a choice between taking this cab, waiting for
another cruising cab, and withdrawing from the cruising cab

market segment (e.g., taking a bus or phoning for a cab).

Consider first the rider ' s choice between taking the first
cab and waiting for another. A rider will accept the first cab

as long as the excess of its fare over the expected fare that

would be paid af er waiting is less than the value of the

expected wai t ing time. Suppose that initially there is a uniform

f are for all cabs at a leve 1 that is low enough so that the
average waiting time for a cruising cab is significant and it

rare for two vacant cabs to be within the view of a potential

rider at one time. In this situation, each cab would have an

incentive to raise its fare a bit since a small fare differential

would not cause the loss of riders to other cruising cabs.

cab would have an incentive to cut its fare, since a rider would

not turn down a cab that charged the uniform fare in order to

wait for another cab.

In this model there would be an incentive to raise fares

until average waiting time was reduced to a short interval.
some point, the fraction of riders who have more than one vacant

cab in sight might become significant, and further price

increases would be deterred by the resulting loss of riders.

Schreiber nas argued that the result would be an inefficient-

ly high fare in the cru is ing cab market segment unless

the government imposed a fare ceiling. The inefficiency would

involve having too many cruising cabs and too few passengers.
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The welfare loss caused by this market failure would be

1 imi ted by the fact that other forms of taxi servi ce that are not
subject to the same problems of achieving workable price

competition could substitute for cruising service. In the

cruising cab market segment it is costly for riders to locate

cabs offering lower prices, and hence cabs do not have an

incentive to lower prices. However, Coffman (1977) and Williams

(1980a, b) point out two ways that taxis could offer lower priced

services. First, taxis offering lower prices could wait at

stands, where riders could find them at the cost of Some

additional walking compared to use of cruising cabs. Second,

radio-dispatched taxis offering lower prices could be summoned by

telephone, at the cost of some additional waiting. Nevertheless,

one might argue that a government price ceiling for cruising cabs

could increase efficiency even in this situation, since it might

obviate this replacement of the cruising cab market.

Another way that the problems of price searching in the

market for cruising cabs might be limited would be by formation

of fleets of distinctively marked cruising cabs. A fleet would

have a greater incentive to charge lower fares than would

i ndi vidually operated cabs for three reasons. Firs t, because its
cabs could be identified easily, a fleet would reduce search

costs for riders look ing for a lower fare. Second, the larger

the number of cabs chargi ng a lower fare, the lower will be the

expected cost to riders who turn down higher priced cabs. Third,

a fleet might attract to the cruising market a group of riders
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who are unw i 11 i ng to pay the higher fare charged by other cabs

and who will wait until a fleet cab appears. As a result, unlike

an individual cab, a fleet could get more riders by charging a

lower fare. Coffman and Williams suggest that competition from

fleets would prevent the type of market failure suggested by

Schreiber.

Taxi Stands

Another situation in which price searching by riders and

hence price competition among cabs might be limited is at taxi

stands at locations such as airports. Price searching might be

limited for three reasons. First, at airports many riders are

from other cities and might not be aware that taxi fares are not

uniform. Second, cab stands designed for a first-in-first-out

allocation system, which makes sense when fares are set by the

government, might not allow price shopping. Third, where

permi t ted by law, some hotels sell exclusive service contracts to

taxi firms. Eckert (1970) describes how Los Angeles has enforced
exclusive cab stands and restricted the formation of competing

stands.

Evidence on deregulation of taxi fares discussed in Section

VI suggests that problems stemming from limited price competition

have occurred at airports. To some extent, these problems may be

transitional. If many cities deregulated their taxi industries,

travellers would no longer be ignorant of the possibility that

taxi fares are not uni form. Neverthe less, the e problems mi gh t
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justify fare-posting requirements or fare ceilings. However, as

an alternative to fare ceilings, it might be possible to redesign

taxi allocation systems at airports so that consumers would be

able to locate the lowest priced cab. For example, airports with

holding areas for cabs could send the lowest priced cabs to the

terminal rather than sending cabs on a first-come basis.

Bargaining over Price

The preceding subsection considered the cruising cab market

segment under the assumption that cabs commit themselves to a

f are structure before mak ing contact wi th riders. However, cabs

might be prepared to bargain. It has been suggested that cab

fares should be regulated in order to deal with two problems that

might arise if cabs were free to negotiate fares.
The first problem with negotiated fares is that riders and

drivers might have an incentive to devote resources to gathering

information about fares, searching for low fares (in the case of

riders) or high fares (in the case of drivers), and bargaining

over fares. Palmer (1983, Ch. 3, pp. 2- 3) and Gallick and Sisk

(1984), have argued that one rationale for regulating fareS is to

reduce these transact ions costs.

The second pro91em with negot iated fares is that dr i vers

might exploit iid rs in bargaining over fares. Fare ceilings
would prevent such exploitation. This argument is based on the

66 Quality competition would still be difficult, and mandatory
minimum quality standards might be required.
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assumption that the driver might be in a position to extract an

unreasonably high fare, either because the rider might be faced

with a high cost of finding another cab, or because a significant

share of taxi riders are visitors to the city who would not have

the information necessary to bargain effectively. However,

Beesley and Glaister (1983) have noted that the rider might also

be in a position to impose a low fare because the driver would be

faced with the cost of finding another rider.

67 If exploitation of riders is a significant problem, one
potential remedy would be to require cabs to post their fares or
use meters. However, if cabs then discounted their fares in
dealing with informed customers, a posting requirement would haveli ttle effect; cabs could simply post the fare they would have
asked initially. in the absence of the posting requirement and
bargain as before. Taxis could be required to charge posted
fares, but enforcement of an ordinance against discounts might bedifficult. If posting of fares is not effective, it is.
conceivable that a fare ceiling would have benefits. Preventing
exploitation of riders might be justified on equity grounds, but
an efficiency argument can also be made. Suppose entry into the
taxi industry is unrestricted and that taxi service is available
at constant cost. If taxi firms act as first-degree price
discriminators and extract all consumer surplus from riders, the
extra revenue will cause the industry to expand beyond the
efficient level, where the marginal social benefit and the
marginal social cost of service are equal.
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Economies of Scale

Economies of scale exist when the average cost of production

declines as a firm s output increases. If the output range over

which average cost declines is large relative to the size of the

market, the number of firms in the industry may be small and

firms may be able to charge prices above marginal cost without

i nduci ng entry. If so, industry output will be inefficiently

low. In this case a price ceiling that prevents firms from

exercising their market power could increase the efficiency of

resource allocat ion.

There appear to be no important economies of scale in the

case of markets for cruising taxis and markets where taxis wait

at stands for customers to arrive, e.g., airport and hotel

service. Thus Eckert (1970, p. 431) argues that .small taxi

companies can compete with fleets provided cruising is profitable

or legal access to open stands is inexpensive relative to the

gain. .

68 Turvey, 1960 , p. 86; Meyer et al., 1965, p. 356; Beesley and
Glaister, 1979, p. 3 and footno 3; De Vany, 1977, p. 35;
Palmer, 1983, Ch. 3, p. 3. Brown, 1973, concluded that larger
firms can obtain lower prices for inputs such as gas, oil, andtires. However, independent taxis should obtain the same prices
by organizing purchasing cooperatives. Two of the other
potential market imperfections discussed in this section might
provide an incentive to organize taxi fleets. First, in the
absence of fare regulations, there might be an incentive for
cruising cabs to form fleets offering lower prices. Second, taxi
fleets could deverop reputat ions and overcome potent ial problems
arising from imperfect information about quality.

69 However, taxi firms do enter into exclusive contracts with
hotels, etc., for operation of taxi stands.
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Where entry is not limi ted, independently owned cabs

generally operate in significant numbers. 70 In New York Ci ty,
some medallions are reserved for fleets while others are reserved

for independents. The fact that the price of independent cab

medallions is 20 percent higher than that for fleet cab

medallions 71 suggests that scale economies are not important for

cruising cabs.

On the other hand, there are significant economies of scale

in radio-dispatch operations. First, economies would arise

because of indivisibilities in the inputs used in dispatching,

manageme nt, and advertising. Second, a larger fleet would be

70 In New York City in 1930, prior to entry restrictions, 47.
percent of cabs were independents. Schreiber, 1975, p. 273.
Even if one observed a market dominated by a small number of
large fleets, this alone should not be taken as evidence of
market power as long as there were no barriers restricting entry
by new firms if prices were raised above the level that would
offer a normal rate of return. Gilbert and Samuels, 1982

, pp.

93- , suggest four factors that might discourage formation of
large taxi firms using employee-drivers even if there were
economies of scale. Firs t, they speculate that it might be more
difficult politically for a large firm to win approval of a fare
increase because of its visibility. However, a large firm might
be more effective at lObbying. Second, large firms are likely to
be targets for union act i vi ty, which might raise labor costs.
Third, firms that hire employee-drivers are subject to minimum
wage laws and employment taxes. Fourth, large firms may find it
more difficult to understate income for tax purposes. However,
large firms can escape the second and third problems by leasing
cabs to drivers, and associations of owner-drivers operating
fleets could escape all these problems.

71 Gilbert nd' Samuels, 1982, p. 92.
price difference to the higher cost of
unionization. Regulation , March/April

One source attributes the
labor to fleets due to
1982, p. 36.

72 Indivisibilities exist when there are minimum feasible
quantities for inputs, e.g., one dispatcher or one phone line.

(footnote continued)
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able to provide service with less customer waiting time and less

vacant cab hours or mi les, because a rider call i ng a random cab

company would be more likely to call one with a cab nearby if

fewer dispatch systems controlled a given total number of cabs. 73

There are also economies of scale in negotiating for and

providing contract services.
These economies of scale in radio-dispatch and contract

operations would be more likely to cause problems of market power

and inefficient resource allocation in small urban areas than

in large ones. In addi t ion, market power would not be a

significant concern in areas where "hit and run " entry from

neighboring jurisdictions is feasible or where good substitutes,

such as public transit, exist.

Where there is market power, it may be efficient to impose

a price ceiling on the service for which there are economies

(footnote continues)

Palmer, 1983, Ch. 3, p. 31, reports that cab firms in Toronto and
London, Ontario, had one dispatcher per 60 to 90 cabs in peak
periods. Taxi firms also provide direct phone lines at hotels,hospitals, stores, and bars. 
73 Gelb, 1983b, p. 96, reports that average response time as
well as service refusal rates for radio-dispatch service in
Seattle varied inversely with fleet size.
74 For a statement of this argument, see Palmer, 1983, Ch. 3

, p.

10ff. Palmer suggests that a city with 250, 000 people can
support only 2 or 3 radio-dispatch/contract taxi firms. In some
cases, government regu lat ions may give an advantage to fleets.
For example, Texas permits taxi companies in sound financial
condi t ion wi th more than 25 cabs to self -insure. North Central
Texas Counci 1 of Governments, 1979, p. xvi i -14.
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of scale. In the case of taxis, this would be dispatching,

management, and advertising. Where fleets are not vertically

integrated, the prices that should be subject to maximum controls

are those charged by the fleet organization to owner-drivers.

However, maximum fares for taxi rides may ach ieve simi lar results.

Informational Problems

It may be difficult or impossible for riders to judge some

aspects of cab service quality before they ride. Some of these

aspects of quali ty can be judged by a rider on the bas is of
experience, however. Even for a single trip, drivers have an

incentive to supply these aspects of quality because riders can

adjust the size of the tip. This might be true of driver behav-

ior. 75 Also, provided that a significant share of riders are

repeat users or are able to learn about reputations, there will be

an incentive to form fleets and to supply these aspects of quality

order to develop reputations and obtain business. This might

be true of driver behavior, some driver qualifications, and some

aspects of vehicle condition.

There are some aspects of quail ty that even regular riders

might find difficult to judge, however, e.g., vehicle safety.

Others might take a large effort for riders to determine, e.g.,

liabi li ty insurance coverage. In these cases, regulations govern-

ing quality might increase eff iciency by reduci ng information

See Galli ck and Sisk, 1984, p. 
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costs and/or preventing inefficiently low quality service.

Thus, certain taxicab regulations might be rationalized by con-

sumer protection arguments, as a substitute for information

disclosure.

Waiting Time Externalities

An increase in the number of taxis in service increases the

number of vacant cabs and hence reduces average waiting time for

all riders and the average social cost of production for rides.

I t follows that when there are a number of taxi firms and one of
them adds a cab, that firm cannot capture all the social benefits

of the addition in capacity. As a result, even if there are no

barriers to entry there will be less than the efficient amount of

service.
One solution to this potential market failure would be to

subsidize taxi service. A similar argument is widely accepted as

a justification for public transit subsidies.

In Section IV. l we concluded that congestion externalities

would not provide a justification for entry restrictions in the

taxi industry. Consideration of waiting time externalitles

further weakens the argument for entry restr ictions, because

76 Eckert, 1970, p. 452, suggests that liability insurance
requirements save consumers the costs of collecting information
concerning which taxis and drivers are bonded.

77 This point is made by Beesley and Glaister, 1983, and by
Tolley et al ., 1984, p. 22.

Mohri ng, 1972. See also Douglas and Miller, 1974b.
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allowing for both negative congestion externalities and positive

waiting time externalities, there is no a priori reason to

believe that an unregulated market would oversupply taxi service

in general or cruising in particular.

Inefficiently High Taxi Fares

Taxi fares might be inefficiently high for two reasons.

First, they might be set at a high leve 1 by the taxicab

regulatory authority. Second, in the absence of a fare ceiling

at the efficient level, some of the potential sources of market

failure discussed above might lead to high fares. As a result,

high fares might be an important distortion in taxi markets, and

efficiency gains from reducing fares might be large. However, if

inefficiently high fares must be taken as given, then

restrict ions on the number of taxicabs could conceivably increase

eff iciency. 79

An Extreme Example: An Airport

Consider the situation that seems to exist at some airports.

Taxi fares are set at very high levels. At these fares, cabs are

willing to wait a long time to get a passenger. Entry is

restricted, and hence cabs earn an above-normal rate of return,

but the number of cabs is sufficient that passenger waiting times

are zero.

79 A technical discussion is provided in Appendix A. Very
brief statements of this argument appear in De Vany, 1975, pp.
93-94, and Schroeter, 1983. A longer exposition appears in
Tolley et al ., 1984, pp. 27- 32.
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In this situation, removal of entry restrictions without a

reduction in fares would lead simply to a lengthening of the taxi

line and a drop in the occupancy rate until average revenue

equals average cost per hour. from- society s point of view,

costs would increase, but there would be no benefits. Thus,

given the fare, an entry restriction would be second best

eff icient. From an income distributional point of view, taxi

owners would lose and no one would gain from removal of entry

restrictions.

Another Example: Airline Regulation

Prior to air line deregulation, the Civil Aeronautics Board
set US domestic interstate airline fares at an inefficiently high

level but did not limit airline flight frequency or various

aspects of qual i ty. Since fares were high relative to the

marginal cost of providing the efficient service, airlines
competed for passengers by adding extra flights and increasing

service quality (e.g., meals) even though passengers ' marginal

willingness to pay r the extras was less than the marginal

social cost. Given the high fares, constraints on the number of

flights, etc., might have been second best efficient. Unlike the

airport taxi example, the second best constraints would have made
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consumers worse off in the airline regulation case. However,

airlines would have gained more than consumers would have 10st.

Radio-Dispatch and Cru is ing Segments

Subsection (a) explains the relevance of the problem

discussed here to the airport segment of the taxi market. A less

extreme version of the problem could conceivably arise in the

cruising and radio-dispatch segments as well.

Suppose the government sets the fare well above the

efficient level in the latter market segments. In the absence of

entry barriers, cabs will enter until profits are zero, even if

the cost of additional cabs is greater than the willingness of

consumers to pay for the resulting reduction in waiting time.

Given the fare, an entry restriction could therefore be second

best efficient because it would prevent dissipation of rents.

Elimination of such an entry barrier would be inefficient.

Although consumers would unambiguously gain from removal of entry

barriers because waiting times would decline, owners of taxi

firms would lose more than consumers would gain. Tolley et al

(1984, pp. 28- 31) report some simulations that suggest- that under

some assumptions deregulation of entry without a reduction in

fares might reduce efficiency in each of the major taxi market

80 See Douglas and Miller, 1974a, b. In the case of airlines
there are no important barriers to fare competition and no
s ignif icant economies of scale. Hence, the ineff iciency caused
by high airline fares could clearly be solved by ending fare
regulation. The effect of taxi fare deregulation is less
straight-forward.
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segments (cruising, dispatch, and airport). Further s imu la t ions

suggest that the problem is likely to occur at airports,
conceivable but by no means certain in the cruising segment, and

is unlikely in the radio-dispatch segment. 81

10. Mispricing of Taxi Trips

A number of the preceding subsections have suggested ratio-

nales for fare regulation. An attempt to regulate fares may

price some categories of trips so low that they would involve

losses for taxi firms. Firms would have an incentive to refuse

service in such cases even though most of the riders involved

might be willing to pay enough to make the service profitable.

This problem is an argument against fare regulation, but if fares

are regulated it provides a poss ible rationale for proh ibi t ions

against service refusal and for requirements to provide service

at certain places or times.

While some mispricing of this sort may be unintentional and

random, it is sometimes suggested that as a matter of social

policy cities may deliberately set unprofitably low fares (or

avoid surcharges) for certain categories of trips, e.g., during

periods and at places where demand is low.

The efficient policy would be to permit (or impose) fare

surcharges or the unprofitable categories of trips. If this is

81 Additional simulations were carried out by George Tolley and
Charles Kahn under a Federal Trade Commission contract.
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not done, a second best policy would be to provide an explicit

subsidy for the service in question. A prohibition against

service refusal or a requirement to provide certain services

involves a cross-subsidy, i. e., a tax on Some categories of trips
to finance a subs idy for other categories, and would be (at best)

a third best policy.

It is sometimes argued that a prohibition against service

refusal or a requirement to provide certain services would not be

effect i ve without barr iers to prevent the entry of independent

cabs. Suppose a ci ty has adopted a fare structure that makes

of f -peak service unprof i table. If there are no restrictions on

entry by independent cabs, it might be difficult to get any firm

to offer the unprofitable off-peak service. First, it might be

costly to enforce a requirement that independent cabs operate at

unprofitable times, since it would be difficult to monitor the

times that independent cabs operate. Second, if independent

firms are free to enter and to operate only at high demand times,

they will drive pr?fits down to a normal level at these times

(behavior that is referred to in the industry as cream skimming

or "cherry pi ck i ng

" ) .

As a result, it would not be possible to

induce larger firms to provide service at unprofitable times

because they would not be able to balance the resulting losses

with above-normal profits at any other time. If larger firms
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were required to provide unprof i table services, they wou ld go ou 

of business. 82

This rationale for entry barriers is weakened by the fact

that requirements to provide service may not be effective even

with such barr iers. Complaints about service refusal are common

in regulated cities. Low-income, minority neighborhoods

frequently are not served by licensed cabs and depend on

unlicensed, gypsy cabs.

11. Enforcement of Taxi Regulations

The arguments in the preceding subsections have suggested

that a number of taxicab regulat ions, including fare ceilings,

prohibitions on service refusal, and insurance and vehicle

quality requirements, might be justified on efficiency grounds.

It has been suggested that additional regulations may be

justified to reduce the cost of enforcing these r gulations.

Gallick and Sisk (1984) suggest that entry barriers that

enable incumbent taxi. firms to earn above -normal returns,

particularly transferable medall ions, would reduce the cost of

enforcing regulations. They argue that it would be less costly

for the government to obtain compliance by firms that depend on

82 In their study of cities in England, Coe and Jackson, 1983,
p. 11, found that the experience of only one district among the
six that had no entry barriers gave any support to the hypothesis
that lack of entry barriers would lead to a lack of cabs at
non -peak per iods.

See footnotes 3 and 127.
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license renewals to cont inue earni ng above -norma 1 prof i ts than to

obtain compliance by firms that stand to lose little if their

violations cause them to be excluded from the industry.

There are three problems with this argument that lean us to

conclude that it does not justify entry restrictions. First,
some cities with entry restrictions do not use suspension or

revocation of licenses to enforce other policies. For example,

Kitch et al. (1971) report that cab companies violated Chicago

ordinances requiring use of 75 to 90 percent of licenses and

prohibiting service refusal and yet did not lose their licenses

in spite of the fact that medallions were worth over $15 000.

Second, even if entry barr iers reduce enforcement costs and/or
increase compliance rates, it is not obvious that the resulting

henefits would be significant when compared to the efficiency

costs that would result from restricting entry into the taxi

industry. It seems likely that the benefits of increased cab

service and competition that result from open entry would greatly

exceed any benef its from reduced enforcement costs under a

medallion or other restricted entry system. Third, the alleged

enforcement advantages of a restricted entry system could be

achieved without entry barriers if cab firms were required to

post bonds that would be forfeited in the event of violations of

taxi regulat ions.

84 Kitch et al., 1971, pp. 292- 297. The review of the history
of taxi re ion in Section IV. 2 makes it clear that the
enforcement cost argument was not originally used to motivate
entry restrictions.
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It might also be suggested that restrictions that would

reduce the number of taxi firms, including franchise and minimum

size requirements, would reduce the costs of enforcing various

taxi regulations. One must, however, weigh the advantages of

lower enforcement costs against the inefficiency that would

result from limited competition.

12. Conclusion

Under some circumstances, because of market imperfect ions

certain regulations could increase efficiency: requ irements that

cabs post fares, fare ceilings, and minimum standards affecting

the quality of service, including vehicle safety and liability

insurance coverage. In addition, if fares are regulated in such

a way that certain categories of service are unprofitable,

prohibitions against service refusal, requirements to provide

service at certain times and places, and requirements that firms

operate some minimum number of cabs may be second best efficient.

However, restr ict ions on entry, minimum fare controls, and

restrictions on riae sharing (including dial- ride and jitney

service) reduce rather than increase eff iciency. 85

If fares are much above the efficient level, and if they do

not decline significantly when entry restrictions are removed,

then removal of entry restrictions might conceivably be

85 Palmer, 1983, Ch. 3, pp. 77- 87, argues for deregulation of
entry with continued regulation of fares, provided fares are set
efficiently. He also suggests that it mLght be best to limit
fare regulation to ceilings.
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ineff icient. However, one could conclude that removal of entry

restrictions would be efficient if one of the following was

established:
(1 ) Fares are not very much above efficient levels, and

fares will not increase to inefficiently high levels as a result

of elimination of entry restrictions and other revisions in taxi-

cab requlat ions. This condition might not be met for three

reasons. First, fares might be very much above efficient levels.

Second, eliminat ion of entry restrict ions and hence above -normal

profits might induce regulatory authorities to raise regulated

fares to inefficiently high levels. Third, if elimination of

entry restrictions is accompanied by elimination of restrictions

on fares, taxi fares might increase because of some of the market

imperfect ions discussed above.

(2) Fares are very much above eff icient levels, but they

will decline significantly toward the efficient level as a result

of elimination of entry restrictions and revisions in fare

regulations. Fares might decline because of a reduction in the

regulated fare (or replacement of the regulated fare by a fare
ceiling at a lower level). Alternatively, fares might decline

because of price competition among taxicabs. This is particu-

larly likely in the radio-dispatch market segment. 87

86 Douglas and Miller, 1974a, b, suggest that regulation of
airline fares without restrictions on flight frequencies had
effect, which they called the "ratchet effect."
87 See the discussion of the effects of deregulation in Seattle
in Section VI.

this
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Regu lat ion in Pract ice

Although theoretical justifications can be offered for some

taxicab regulations, there are four reasons for skepticism

concerning whether such taxi regulations would generally increase

efficiency in the real world. First, regulation has inevitable

administrative costs for governments and cab companies.

recent years complaints about administrative costs have focu?ed

on the process of changing regulated fares.
Second, the analytical and informat ional problems involved

in determining the efficient levels of the relevant pOlicy

variables are great. I t is one thing to argue that market
imperfections might lead to an inefficiently high taxi fare.

is another to figure out what fare would be efficient. Many of

the agencies that regulate taxis (e.g., police departments) have

no economic expertise. Verkuil (1970, p. 693) reports that rate
regulation in New York is completely haphazard.

Third, most regulations impose an ineff icient uniformi ty on
the market. For example, it might be efficient to have different

qualities of cab service available at different fares. However,

fare or quality regulations might lead to a homogeneous service.

Also, fare regulations and requirements to use meters are likely

to interfere with efficient variations in fares between peak and

off-peak periods, between different parts of the city, and
between radio-dispatch and cruising service, and they are apt to

interfere with the market ' s ability to reallocate resources in

response to changes in costs and demand.
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Fourth, and probably most important, the evidence suggests

that taxi ordinances and the government agencies that regulate

taxis may not be motivated primarily by concern for market fail-

ures and achievement of an efficient resource allocation. This

is apparent from the fact that a number of common regulations

(e.g., restrictions on entry, minimum fares, and ride sharing)

have no persuasive efficiency justification. The following

subsect ion discusses some of the apparent moti vat ions behind taxi

regulations other than prevent ion of market fai lures.

Motivations for Regulation

Protection of Public Transit and Taxis

An important motivation for taxi regulation, particularly

for restrictions on entry and on the range of services offered,

has been protection of public transit systems and existing taxi

firms from competition. Entry restrictions enable taxi owners

to earn a return on their investments that is greater than that

available in other activities. This conclusion is supported by

the review of the history of taxi regulation in the following

subsection and by the data on medallion prices in Table -

88 Taxi regu lat ions protect the owners of taxi companies: there
is no reason to expect the drivers to benefit unless they are
also owners. On the contrary, if the supply curve for drivers is
upward sloping, drivers would be made worse off by regulations
that reduce the ,derived demand for their labor. This matter is
discussed further in Section V below. Palmer, 1983, Ch. 3, p.
11, reports that in 1977 in London, Ontario, the "City Council
was initially hesistant about increasing fares until it was
pointed out to them that a taxi fare increase would generate
addi t ional bus ridership, reduci ng the necessary subs idy to the
bus system.
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Promotion of City Image

To some extent, taxi regulations may have been used to

create taxi systems that would appeal to high-income business

people and tourists visiting the city, as well as to high-income

local res idents. To the extent that local business interests and

high income people have more political power ,than lower income

people, taxi regulations may have been used to create a

transportation system more appropriate for people on expense

accounts than on fixed incomes.

There is some evidence that regu lat ion of taxi cabs
Atlanta and San Diego may have been supported mainly hy non-taxi

bus inesses concerned with the convent ion trade. Paratransit
Services ( 1 9 8 3, 

pp.

7) reports that:
In the 1970s, Atlanta emerged as a major commercial

and convent ion center. These changes alerted the business
community that Atlanta s taxicab industry was a key element
in creating a progressive and attractive image for thecity. These concerns were highlighted by frequent visitors
complaints about taxicab service. In fact, the concern among
bus iness leaders was so great that the Atlanta Chamber of
Commerce donated staff resources to draft a new ordinance. 

Self-Interest of Regulators

The nature of taxi regulations may also have been influenced

by the self-interest of regulators, according to Eckert (1973).
Economists modeling bureaucracies and regulatory agencies often

assume that the decision makers are utility maximizers who pursue

economic efficiency only to the extent that it contributes to

89 Atlanta s experience with open entry and regulation is
discussed in more detail in Section VI.
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their own utility. Thus, they predict that these agencies may

sacrifice efficiency in order to increase the level of regulation

where this would lead to an increase in salaries. Alternatively,

they predict that these agencies may sacrifice efficiency in

order to minimize their work load.

This framework has been applied to taxi regulators by Eckert

(1973), who hypothesizes that the form of taxi regulation will be

different when there is a permanent regulatory agency run by

career bureaucrats (e.g., a pOlice department) than when there is

a regulatory commission consisting of unpaid members appointed

for limited terms. This is because of the different incentives

of the two types of officials. He hypothes izes that career

bureaucrats will have an incentive to increase their salaries,

and hence the sizes of their bureaucracies and the amount of

regulation, while appointed commissioners will have more incen-

tive to simplify their jobs and hence reduce the number of taxi

firms they deal with. He finds, inter alia , that regulatory

commissions are more likely to grant monopoly franchises, to set

up exclusive cab stands, to impose uniform rates, and to disallow

leasing of cabs. All of these regulations limit the number of

parties that the commissions must deal with.

90 In each comgarison, Eckert finds statistically significant
differences between bureaucracies and commissions. However,
Eckert' s results are not particularly strong and the dividing
line between commissions and bureaucracies is not bright. In
addition, usable data exist on only six commissions in the set of
33 cities. Eckert, 1970, uses this model to rationalize taxi
regulation in Los Angeles in the 1920s and 1930s.
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Quality of Taxi Service

It is sometimes argued that a combination of minimum fare

regulations and entry barriers is justified to raise the quality

of taxi service. The argument is that this combination would

increase the profitability of taxi rides but prevent the dissipa-

tion of profits through entry of additional cabs. If the number

of cabs was large enough so that cabs were not fully uti li zed,

cab firms would allegedly have an incentive to increase the

quality of their vehicles and drivers in order to attract more

riders.
There are serious problems with this argument. It would

apply only to aspects of quality that riders can readily evaluate

and only to taxi market segments in which cabs are able to

compete on the basis of quality, e.g., vehicle appearance in the

radio-dispatch segment. However, there is no reason to expect

the unregulated market to under-supply quality in these cases.

Thus, if the regulations being considered here did in fact

increase quality, one would expect such increases to be

inefficient, i.e., not worth their cost. 

91 Gallic and Sisk, 1984
fare regu la t ions. They do
context.

suggest this justification for minimum
not suggest entry barriers in this

92 Regulations that held up airline
high levels of service, which people
Douglas and Miller, 1974a, b.

fares led to inefficiently
did not want to pay for.
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These regulations would do nothing to deal with the two

potential quality problems we identified earlier as possible

justifications for government intervent ion. The first problem

might occur where fares are subject to ceilings and search costs

limit quality competition

at airport cab stands). 

(e.g., in the cruising cab segment and

The second problem might occur in the

case of aspects of quality that riders cannot evaluate, or can

evaluate only at a high cost. While quality might be

under-supplied in both these situations, regulations that would

increase the profitability of cab service would not provide firms

with an incentive to increase the quality of service in such

cases. Thus, these regulations would not be a substitute for

direct quality standards.

In any event, it is obvious from the high market prices of

medallions (see Table 5 below) that a large share of the excess

taxi firm profits that result from entry barriers are not used to

increase the quality of service, even when there are minimum fare

regulat ions.

Other Suggested Justifications for Regulation

It is sometimes suggested that taxi licensing is motivated

by government revenue considerations, but this is refuted by the

low license fees charged. These fees capture only a small share

See Section IV A. 4 above.

See Sect ion IV.A. 7 above.
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of the above-normal returns earned in the taxi industry. Revenue

is not a significant consideration except in the case of

exclusive franchises at airports, which are occasionally sold to

the highest bidder. 

It has been suggested that taxi regulations reduce accident

rates or costs. However special concern about accident rates

for taxis beyond that for other road vehicles appears to be

unjustified; taxis do not have a higher accident rate per mile

than do other automobiles. 

It has been argued that taxi regulations reduce criminal

activity on the part of drivers and associated law enforcement

costs. While this might be true for regulations concerning

dr i ver quali f icat ions, this does not provide a rat ionale for

other taxi regu la t ions. 97

Kirby et aL

, -

1974, p. 69.

96 Kirby et al., 1974, p. 97. Regulations concerning matters
such as dr iver-qualifications and vehicle condition that affect
the safety of third parties, including pedestrians, could be
rationalized on externality grounds. However, such third-party
externalities do not provide a persuasive reason for safety
regulations affecting taxis to be different from those governing
all drivers and vehicles. On the other hand, it might be
efficient to have stricter enforcement of safety regulations for
taxis, because the benefits of enforcement would be greater for
vehicles that travel more miles per year.

97 For discussions refuting some of the common misconceptions
about the benefits of taxi regulation, see Kirby et al., 1974,
esp. pp. 92- 99, and Kitch et al. , 1971, esp. pp. 302 16.
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History of Taxi Requlation

Prior to 1929 there were three major types of government

regulations affecting taxis: (1) maximum fare regulations: (2 )

consumer protection regulations requiring posting of fares and/or

use of meters, 98 licensing of drivers, and insurance coverage:

and (3) restrictions on jitney operation, including prohibitions

against ride sharing, which were imposed around 1915 to protect

streetcar systems from competition. However, there were few

(if any) direct restrictions on entry into the taxicab industry

or minimum fare requirements that would have limited price

compet i t ion. 100

This situation changed dramatically between 1929 and 1937.

Many ci ties passed ordinances that establ ished commiss ions to

regulate the taxi industry and imposed restrictions on entry,

minimum fares, and various other requirements. By 1932 , eight

states had authorized their commerce commissions to regulate

taxicabs as common carr iers.

98 Although a requirement to use meters can be rationalized as
a measure to protect consumers from being overcharged, a major
political motivation for the requirement was to protect public
transit by restricting ride sharing in taxis.

99 Eckert and Hilton, 1972, provide
the restrictions imposed on jitneys.

a detailed discussion of

100 Gilbert and Samuels, 1982, Chapter 5. The 1925 entry
restriction in Los Angeles, which is discussed below, is an
exception.
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While some commentators have suggested that this movement

was a response to conditions during the Depression, it appears to

have begun during the late 1920s, following taxi fare reductions

and a number of fare wars. However, the trend accelerated during

the early 1930s, when both car prices and wages dropped. Many

unemployed workers entered the taxi industry using rented cars,

and as a result taxi fares, occupancy rates, and revenues per cab

declined. Pressure for restrictions on the taxi industry came

from the American Transit Association, public transit firms, the

National Association of Taxicab Owners (which passed a resolution

favoring entry and minimum fare controls), and the established

taxi fleets.
State and local regulation of entry and fares in the taxi

industry coincided with the extension of federal regulations to

interstate transportation. The Motor Carrier Act of 1935 imposed

federal regulat ion on entry, routes, and rates in the motor truck

and intercity bus industries, and the Civil Aeronautics Act of

1938 imposed federal regulation on the airline industry.

According to Eckert (1970), in 1925 Los Angeles began to

restrict entry of new taxi firms on the basis of public

convenience and necess i ty, although this legis lat ion lapsed

temporarily during 1928-31. At the same time, Los Ange les

established exclus i ve taxi stands, required use of taximeters,

and prohibited advertising of fares. In 1929 it began to

restrict the number of vehicle permits. Beginning in 1931 it

offered all new permits to existing firms and authorized no new
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firms to enter the industry, in spite of applications. Yellow

Cab began to establish a monopoly position in 1934 by buying out

other firms. Legislation also established maximum and minimum

fares. As far as the timing of regulation in Los Angeles is

concerned, Eckert (1970, p. 433) notes: The Depression brought

on spurts of intense price competition as the demand for taxi

service declined and Some firms failed, but all of this followed,

rather than preceded, the erection of nearly all significant

entry barriers.
Kitch et al. (1971) report that entry restrictions were

first imposed in Chicago in 1929. The legal barriers were

dropped temporarily in 1931, but no new licenses were issued in

spite of applications, and entry controls were reimposed in 1934

by a regulation providing that licenses would be issued only

after a showing that they were required by public convenience and

necessity. Yellow and Checker bought out other companies during

the 1930s. A requirement that taxis use meters was imposed in

1922, and there ,was a fare ceiling, but in the late 1920s and

early 1930s, the ceiling was not binding. In 1934 minimum fare

controls were imposed "to eliminate price competition and make

taxicab operations more prof i table (pp. 304-05).

Rosenbloom (1968 , p. 413) reports that in 1930 Boston

limited the number of taxis to 1, 575, and no additional licenses

had been issued by 1980. Zerbe (1983, p. 1) reports that Seattle

also imposed entry restrictions in 1930. The number of taxis was
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restr i cted to one for every 2, 500 res idents, and fares were

specified.
According to Schreiber (1975) and Gilbert and Samuels (1982,

p. 66), New York City did not regulate entry or fares, except for

a requirement to use meters, until 1937. In 1937 the Haas Act

limited the number of taxis to 13, 566. No new licenses have been

issued since, and as a result of retirement of licences during

Wor ld War II, the number is now about 11, 800.

Efforts to impose entry restrictions and requirements for

taxi meters on the Washington, D. C., taxi industry were blocked

by Congress. 10l

In 1932- 36, there were 93 U. S. cities with populations in

excess of 100, 000. Table 2 shows how the number of these cities

with three types of taxi regulations increased between 1932 and

1936. In addition, as of April 1932 at least 53 cities with

popu lat ions over 25, 000 required taximeters, seven required

specially built taxi vehicles, and eight others mandated design

features for vehicles. 102 Gilbert and Samuels (1982, p. 73) note:

The taximeter requ irement made the taxi operators providers

of exclusive-ride service. Unable to provide shared-ride service,

taxis could no longer compete with mass transit modes. This was

welcomed by the mass transit operators.

101 Transit

pp.

93-
Journal 80, January 1936, p. 25, and Eckert, 1973,

102 Gilbert and Samuels, 1982, p. 71.
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Table 2

Taxi Regulations in U. S. Cities with Populations over 100 000

Number of Ci ties
Type of Regulation Jan. 1932 Jan. 1936

Taxis licensed only
after proof that public
convenience and necess i 
requires additional service

Fixed ceiling on number of
permi ts

Minimum fare regulation

Taxis required to have
insurance or be bonded

73*

a. : not available

*Four more granted cert if icates of public convenience and
necess i ty only to financially respons ible operators.

Source: Transit Journal 80, January. 1936, pp. 23;
Gilbert and Samuels, 982, p. 71.
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A contemporary account dealing with 1932 describes in detail

how taxi regulations proliferated during this period:

Briefly the developments of the year may be
summarized as follows: Codes, setting forth in detail
the regulations for every phase of taxicab operations,
were prepared and adopted in three ci ties with 
population of more than 100, 000 during 1932. Ten
cities enacted laws placing taxis under the jurisdic-
tion of a Public Service Commission or a Taxicab
Board, eight required a showing of convenience and
necessity before issuing licenses, four required
permi ts or licenses and fourteen adopted measures
intended specifically to limit the number of cabs in
operation. To drive out the cut-rate cabs and to end
rate wars, three cities increased the minimum rate of
charge, fifteen established a minimum rate, and two
adopted a uniform rate. Seven ci ties speci f ied a
maximum fare, and most of these also set a minimumrate. Flat rate taxis were dealt several serious
blows, for three cities eliminated the zone system and
fourteen required the installation and use of
taximeters. Eleven cities made it compulsory to carry
liability insurance, one increased the amount of
insurance to be carried, two asked for posting of
bonds, and three requ ired a pr i vi lege tax or
increased the license fee. Measures were passed in
six cities to reduce cruising on the streets. 103

The discussions of the early 1930s emphasize that the

motivation behind the regulations was "to drive many cut-throat

cabs, operating with-out authority, from the streets " and to

enable the organized cab fleets and transit companies to -increase

their profits. 104 Restriction of entry was not motivated by a

concern for congestion or pollution externalities. 105

103 Trans it Journal 77, March 1933, 84.

104 Transit Journal 77, March 1933, 84.

105 Transportation Center, 1958,

pp.

61- 63.
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ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF REGULATION

This section discusses the effects of taxicab regulations on

i ndustr ial structure; on fares, service, costs and related

variables: on the efficiency of resource allocation: and on the

distribution of income. It also discusses medallion prices and

the inferences that can be drawn from them. The discuss ion here

is based on the experiences of cities under regulation as well as

the experience of Washington, D. C., with open entry. Evidence

from cities that have deregulated in recent years is discussed in

Section VI.

Effects on Industrial Structure

Four of the taxicab regulations described in Section II.
restrict the number of firms in the taxicab industry and

contribute to the development of market power:

Franchises

Some cities and airport authorities use franchise

requirements to limit the number of firms in the taxicab

industry. Exclusive franchises create monopolies. 106

Numerical Restrictions on Taxicabs

If the regulatory authority puts a ceiling on the number of

taxicabs, a small number of firms may be able to acquire enough

106 In Houston, which franchises taxi firms, one company has 80
percent of the licenses.
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licenses so that they have market power, 107 even though some

licenses may be owned by independent operators. According to

Eckert (1970, p. 407), Cleveland provided an example of this sort

of market 1 one company controlled all outstanding licenses . 108

In 1971, Chicago provided another example 1 two companies with

common ownership had 80 percent of the licenses. 109

However, restrictions on the number of taxicabs do not

always lead to market power, i. e. the market may continue to be

composed of a large number of firms, each of which is

sufficiently small that it continues to act as a price taker,

even though each firm may earn an above -normal rate of return.

One way to demonstrate that a firm is exercising market

power and that the fare/service combination observed does not

result from licensing alone would be to show: (1) taxi

medallions command a positive price, and (2) the firm in question

is not using all the licenses it has. This situation existed in
Chicago in the 1960s and mid-1970s, when Yellow and Checker left

a significant share of their licenses unused 1 in Cleveland in

1978, when the monopoly firm held 576 licenses but operated only

107 Where the fare is determined exogenously, market power would
involve a marginal revenue from vehicle hours of service that is
less than the average revenue.
108 Other information indicates that one firm has owned all
licenses since 1934.

109 Kitch et ., 1971. Checker Taxi owns 80 percent of Checker
Motors, whi owns Yellow Cab.
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240 cabs: and in Kansas City, Missouri, in 1982, when the city

largest cab operator held 200 inactive permits. 110

Allocation of New Licenses

In addition to restricting the number of taxicabs at any

given time, regulatory authorities sometimes have explicit

policies regarding the allocation of any additional licenses

granted. These allocation schemes can contribute to the anti-

competitive impact of regulation. ill

Firm Size and Service Requirements

Municipal government requirements that all taxi firms

operate at least a certain number of cabs act as barriers to

entry and hence may reduce compet it ion in the taxi industry.

Effects on Industry Performance

Government regulations, and the exercise of market power

created by those regulations, can be expected to change the nine

110 Reason , August 1983, p. 16. Kitch et al., 1971, pp. 293- 94,
296- 97, 99. There may be other examples; according to the
review of the industry by Wells and Selover, 1972, p. 8-8, "until
recently, most companies experienced driver shortages of as much
as 20 percent... This means that many firms have not been able to
fully utilize their taxicab fleets. Since it is difficult to
imagine how there could be a driver shortage, failure to fully
utilize a fleet suggests monopoly restriction of service unless
medallion prices are zero.
ill As we noted in Section II. , in Los Angeles, Yellow Cab had
a right of first refusal for new licenses. In Chicago, a 1963
ordinance tightened an agreement made in 1937 and provided that
80 percent of any new licenses would be allocated to Yellow and
Checker, so that their dominant position would be preserved in
the event of expans ion of the industry. Kitch et al ., 1971.
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aspects of industry performance discussed below. Much of the

economics literature on the taxi market is designed to provide

predictions about the nature of these effects, particularly

effects on fares, cab hours of service, waiting time, and number

of rides. Section III describes the formal model of the taxi

industry that underlies this discussion.

Fare Level

In the absence of mandated fares, most taxi regulations

would affect fares. One would expect restrictions on the number

of firms, the number of taxicabs, and shared-ride service to lead

to higher fares. However, since virtually all cities regulate

fares, this effect is not automatic. A city could restrict entry

and yet prevent fares from ris ing, in which case the impact of

entry restrictions would be felt by consumers through increased

waiting times. Alternatively, a city could mandate a high fare

without having other taxi regulations.

There are reasons ' to believe that regulation has led to
higher fares. First, some cities determine fares on the basis of

target revenue-cost ratios and rates of return. In these cases,

regulations that raise costs or restrict shared-ride service

would lead to higher fares, at least in the radio-dispatch market

segment in large cities, where price competition is workable.

Second, some cities appear to ratify whatever fare taxi firms
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request. 112 In these cases, regulation tends to raise the fare

to the joint-profit maximizing level. Third, we computed taxi

fares for various hypothetical trips in a sample of cities.

based on flag-drop and mi leage charges. Table 4 compares the

Table 3 shows the fare for a three-mile trip taken by one person,

fares for various trips in Washington, D. ., based on Washington,

C. ' s zone fares and meter rates in several other cities. 113

Fares in Washington, D. C., which has free entry and a high ratio

of cabs per capita

large ci ties. 114

(see Table 1), are lower than those in other

Number of Cab Hours of Service

Numerical restrictions on licensing directly reQuce the

number of taxicabs in service, at least during peak periods, and

other entry barriers limiting the number of firms would probably

112 Eckert, 1970, p. 427, and Kitch et al., 1971, p. 289.
Palmer, 1983, Ch. 3, p. 64, reports that fares and revenues per
shift were high - in -Oange . County South, California, which
franchised only one taxi firm.
113 The figures in Tables 3 and 4 ignore extra charges for idle
time, additional passengers, rush-hour travel, etc. Since extra
charges vary among cities, the ranking of cities depends to some
extent on the omission of these extras. Some of the difference
among fares in different cities is explained by the length of
time that has elapsed since the last fare increase. Delay 
fare increases helps to explain why fares in some cities that
have mandatory fares are below those in San Diego, Phoenix, and
Seattle, which do not have minimum fares.

114 In Table 4, fares for Washington, D. C., are actual fares.
Fares for other cities are based on meter rates for the airline
distance of the trip, which is less than the road distance. As 
result, fares in other cities are understated.
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Table 3

Ranking of Cities by Fare for Three-Mile
Taxi Trip by One Person, 19B4

City Fare ($)

Los Angeles
Pittsburgh
San Francisco
Boston

Philadelphia
San Diego
Portland
Phoenix

Seattle
San Jose
Miami
Minneapol is

Denver
Ft. Worth
Columbus
Cleve land

Cincinnati
New Orleans
Houston
Atlanta

3. B5
3. BO

Jacksonvi lie
Milwaukee
Kansas Ci ty
New York

3. BO

Memphis - .
Chicago
Detroi t
Dallas

San Antonio
St. Lou 
Oklahoma City
Indianapolis
Bal timore

Fares are based on flag-drop charge plus mi leage charge only.

Source: New Orleans: FTC Survey.
Baltimore and Oklahoma City: International Taxi
Association, Rate Sheet, May 19B3.

Other Cities: Joseph M. Chernow, Houston, Texas.
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reduce the number of cabs in service below the competitive level.

Studies of Chicago and Los Angeles suggest that firms with

monopoly power reduced the number of cabs below the number

licensed. US

The fact that entry restrictions have in fact reduced the

number of taxicab licenses is clear from Table These data

reveal that the cities without entry restrictions (Atlanta in

1970 and Washington, D. C. in 1970 and 1983) had the highest

rat ios of taxi cab licenses per res ident. 116 Similarly, in 1970

115 Kitch et al., 1971, and Eckert, 1970. The conclusion that
monopolizat ion-Would lead to a reduction in the number of cabs in
service is not a necessary result of profit maximization provided
fares are not effectively regulated. An industry organized as a
monopoly may produce a higher quality of output than the industry
would produce if it were perfectly competitive. Sheshinski,
1976, and Spence, 1975. In formal models of public transit or
taxicab markets, the number of buses or cabs enters as qual i ty
does in the Sheshinski and Spence models. Frankena, 1982,
Appendix C.
116 Differences in the ratios of taxicab licenses per resident in
cities with and without entry restrictions overstate differences
in the number of cab hours of service per resident for two
reasons. First, where entry is restr icted, the number of cab
hours of service per licensed cab is generally higher. See also
footnote 3 above. In Washington, D. C., many cabs are in service
only a few hours per day. Palmer, 1983, Ch. 3, p. 42, reports
that 65-70 percent of taxi owners dr i ve only part time. McGrath,
1976, pp. 238- 39, reports that in Washington, D. C., 85 percent of
taxis are operated part-time and that on average drivers operate
their vehicles 4. 33 hours per day. Second, these data include
only fully licensed cabs. In some cities where entry is
restricted, particularly New York City, livery cabs and vehicles
operating illegally as cabs without licenses provide a significant
number of cab hours of service. Kirby et a1., 1974, pp. 76, 78,87. Gelb, 1983a, b. On the other hand in-some cities (e.g.,
Chicago) firms with monopoly power leave many of their cabs idle,
and hence Table 1 overstates the number of cabs for these cities.
Kitch et a1. , 1971.
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Honolulu did not have entry restrictions anrl had a high ratio of

licenses (4. 3 per thousand) . 117

Other regulations (e.g. , fares) can be expected to affect

the number of cab hours of service by changing the incentive to

enter the industry. 118 In at least some cases, fare regulations

do not provide for an efficient peak/off-peak fare differential,

and hence they do not provide an incentive for an efficient

increase in the number of cabs in service at rush hour. 119

Although Washington, D. C., now imposes a S. 65 surcharge on taxi

trips during the afternoon rush hour, there was no such surcharge

in the early 1970s. Discuss i ng that period, Kirby et al. (1974,

15) report that even with free entry conrli t ions, Washington,

C. , suffers from an undersupply of taxicabs in the rush hours,

largely because the fare structure fails to reflect the increased

costs of operation during those hours. While the number of

117 Rosenbloom, 1983, p. 6. Meyer and Kain, 1970, p. 86, state,
wi thout presenti ng support ing evidence, that "removi ng entry
barriers and other controls might expanrl the number of taxis by
as much as two and a half times in most American cities.

118 See the model in Section II!, Figure 

119 In most cities, taxis use meters that charge for time
delays, and hence the fare per mile is higher when streets are
congested. However, this does not necessar i ly produce an equal
or higher revenue per hour at rush hour, which would be necessary
to cover costs. Also, some ci ties do not allow meters to charge
for time delays, and some cities use zone systems where fares do
not vary with time of day.
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taxicabs operating is at a maximum during the middle of the day,

passengers search in vain for a cab at 5:00 P. "120

Waiting Time

Any regulatory policy that affects the number of cabs or the

demand for their services will affect the average waiting time.

In general, taxi regulations, particularly entry restrictions,
have probably led to an increase in average waiting time. 121

Restrictions on cruising have presumably done the same.

Number of Trips

Any regulatory policy that affects the fan or waiting time

will affect the number of taxi rides demanded. Taxicab regula-

t ions have probably increased average fares and/or wai t ing times,

at least for radio-dispatch service, and therefore reduced the

number of taxi trips. Kirby et al. (1974, p. 284) report that the

number of taxi rides per capita in Washington, D. C., where entry

is not restricted and fares are low, is over four times as high as

in San Francisco, a comparable size city where entry is restricted

and fares are higher.

120 Inefficient fare structures and monopoly power created by
entry barriers can reduce the amount of taxi service. Cities may
attempt to counter?ct these adverse effects of their regulations
by imposing additional regulations requiring taxicab firms to
provide certain minimum levels of service. See Section IV. 10.

121 Kirby et al., 1974 , p. 92. However, a city could use
regulations educe waiting time if it set a high fare and did
not restrict entry.
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Quality of Service

Regulations concerning driver qualifications, vehicle

safety, and insurance coverage, would increase the quality of

taxi service.

In addition, high regulated fares combined with entry re-

strictions could encourage taxicabs to compete for customers by

offering higher quality service, e.g., more comfortable cabs.

However, one would not expect cruising cabs or cabs using

first-in-first-out stands to compete on the basis of quality, and
cabs would not compete on the basis of aspects of quality that

consumers cannot evaluate. A study of citie in Bngland

concluded that restrictions on the quantity of taxi service do

not noticeably increase quality of service as measured by

passenger complaints but do lead to operation of higher-value

vehicles. 122

In cru is ing cab and airport cab stand market segments,

maximum fare regulations could also lead to lower quality even 

the maximum fares are not set at ineff icient ly low leve is. 123

course inefficiently lower mandatory fares could lead to low

quality service in all market setments.

122 Coe and Jackson, 1983. See Section IV. d. Airline
deregulation did lead to a decline in quality, e.g., no-frills
service; this was presumably efficient.

123 See Section IV.
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Cost of Producing Cab Service

Regulations that increase the quality of service would in-

crease the cost per hour of operating a taxicab. Fare regulations

based on a rate-of-return criterion could do the same by

encouraging inefficiently high use of capital. 124

Other regulat ions increase the cost of producing taxi rides

by reducing the utilization rate of taxis, e., reducing the

percentage of hours and miles taxis are occupied. For examp ie,

taxicab licensing prevents cabs licensed in one jurisdiction from

picking up passengers in another jurisdiction. Thus, a cab

licensed in jurisdiction A can pick up a passenger in jurisdic-

tion A and bring him/her to a destination in jurisdiction B, but

must then return empty. This deadheadi ng is common in

metropoli tan areas that are fragmented into independent pol i tical

jurisdictions and in cities where a company has an exclusive

franchise on picking up customers at the airport. 125 Deadheading

increases the cost of producing taxi trips, and typically the

extra cost is passed on to customers in the form of higher fares,

including fare surcharges, higher waiting times, or refusal of

service . 126

124 Averch and Johnson, 1962.

125 De Vany, 1977, p.

126 Metropolitan Dade County, 1979, and De Vany, 1977, pp. 31- 32.
De Vany, 1977, pp. 22- 23, provides an estimate of the cost of
deadheading and refers to a 50 percent surcharge in San Francisco.
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Requirements that taxicabs operate at least a certain number

of hours per day or days per year or provide service to a certain

area would raise the costs of entering to serve high-demand

periods or areas. Effectively, operation of taxicabs in high-

demand periods and areas would be taxed and the proceeds would be

used to cross-subsidize operation of taxicabs in low-demand

periods and areas.
Requ irements that companies given exclusive franch ises

maintain at least a certain fleet size may reduce utilization

rates and increase costs. The same is true when regulated fares

are set at a high level that attracts a large number of entrants

to the industry or to long cab lines.
Restrictions on shared-ride service increase the cos t of

taxi service per passenger mile. Taxicab regulations also

involve administrative costs for regulatory authorities and cab

compani es.

AllocatioQof Cabs

The taxi industry does not produce a homogeneous service.

Rather, service is differentiated by the way cabs and riders make

contact (e.g., cruising, ranks, dispatch), by location, by trip

length, and by time of day. Regulations may cause distortions in

the allocation of resources for one type of service without

s imi lar effects on others, and regulations may affect the

allocation of resources among vario s service types.
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For example, restriction of entry into the taxi industry

could reduce significantly the number of cabs available during

peak periods but have little effect during off-peak periods.

Also, given an overall limit on the number of taxis,

regulations governing the structure of fares can have important

effects on how the available cabs are allocated among services.

Schroeter (1983) analyzes the effects of fare structure on the
allocation of cabs between airport service and radio-dispatch

service. He shows that regulations may lead to an inefficiently

high allocation of service to the airport. The problem is that

fares for airport service may be so high relative to those for

radio-dispatch service that cabs will be willing to wait in a

long queue to pick up riders at the airport.

The structure of regulated fares also leads to an

inefficiently low supply of, or refusal to supply, certain types

of service. 127 Most of these problems arise because regulated

fares do not vary appropriately where there are variations

marginal costs among different categories of trips.

127 Service refusal in Chicago, Washington. D. C., and New York
Ci ty is discussed in Kitch et al., 1971, p. 291, Olson and Kuehl,
1976, p. 67, McGrath, 1976, -P. 41, and Regulation , March/April
1982, p. 13.
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For example, when taxis must wait in queues for passengers,

taxis may refuse to accept riders who want to take short trips. 128

Where there are no surcharges for radio-dispatch service, tax i s

somet imes do not respond to phone hai is. 129 When fares are

uniform, taxis may refuse to pick up passengers who they think

will give small tips or who want to go to areas where cabs are

unlikely to find a return fare or that are not safe. 130 Where

there are no rush hour surcharges there may not be an adequate

incentive for part-time drivers to provide rush hour service even

where licensing restrictions would not prevent entry. Taxis may

in fact be withdrawn from service at rush hour if reduced search

time for passengers, elapsed time premia, and rush hour

128 New Orleans and Seattle have separate airport taxi queues
for long and short trips. On the other hand, where cabs do not
have to wait in line for passengers and there is an excess demand
for cabs, prevalent fare structures may make cabs prefer short
trips because of the flag-drop charges. Verkuil, 1970, p. 679,
reports a shortage of cabs for long trips at rush hour in New
York City.
129

Kirby et al 1974, p. 106.

130 Eckert, 1970, p. 451, reports that in Los Angeles there was
a shortage of cab service in residential areas because fares did
not vary with cost and demand conditions. He suggests a
surcharge to provide an incentive to supply service to suchareas. Low income areas may experience the greatest reductions
in service as a result of uniform fare regulation combined with
entry restrictions. Kitch et al., 1971, p. 291, refers to " the
persistent refusal of many ivers to carry passengers into the
poor black areas of the city " in Chicago. Palmer, 1983, Ch. 3,
p. 91, reports that certain areas of Los Angeles, Washington,
C., and Toronto also received poor service because of uniform

f are structures.
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surcharges do not compensate for the extra congestion. 131

they may be withdrawn from service at night and weekends if there

are no surcharges to compensate for the higher cost to the cab of

searching or waiting for passengers.

The structure of fares may also distort the demand for

service. In the absence of rush hour surcharges, riders will

have an inadequate incentive to travel during off-peak periods.

Since parties of two or more people travelling together cost

virtually no more to carry than a single rider (as long as ride

sharing by independent parties is not allowed), surcharges for

extra passengers may discourage efficient group riding. Regula-

tions that interfere with charging lower fares for each party

using shared -r ide servi ce discourage eff icient ride shar ing.

from cruising service to radio-dispatch service. Such restric-

It seems probable that entry restrictions lead to a shift

tions would increase the opportunity cost of cab search time

relative to passenger waiting time. They would also reduce the

density of taxi rides and hence the profitability of cruising

service compared to radio-dispatch service. 132

131 Kirby et al., 1974, p. 15 , and McGrath, 1976, p. 241,
that prior to approval of evening rush hour surcharges,
Washington, D. C., suffered from an undersupply of taxicabs
rush hour.

report
during

132 This is consistent with the low market
dispatch service in Washington, D. C., which
restrict ions.

share of radio-
does not have entry
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Types of Service

Government restrictions on the types of services that taxis

can provide and prohibitions on some services that would

substitute for conventional taxi service reduce the range of

servi ces available.
For example, some cities prohibit cruising. This mayor may

not reduce road congest ion (see Sect ion IV.A. 1) and presumably

increases passenger wai t ing times.

Many cities prohibit, or impose regulations that effectively

eliminate, shared-ride service. Even in the absence of other re-

strictions, this increases the cost of taxi service, although it

also increases its speed and privacy. A proh ibi t ion on

shared-ride service reinforces any limit on the number of cabs

by preventing more intensive use of cabs.

Prohibitions on shared-ride service and other regulations

prevent taxis from operating as jitneys. 133 Recent studies

suggest that in some situations jitneys would be more efficient

than conventional taxi or bus service. 134 Jitneys do operate in

133 As a matter of historical interest, jitney operation was
deliberately made unprofitable by a variety of government
regulations around World War I. See Eckert and Hilton, 1972.
134 Boyd, Asher,
1965, p. 356.

and Wetz ler , 1978. See also Meyer et al
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a few cities where they are tolerated, 135 and flourish in a number

of cities in Latin America, the Middle East, and the Far East. 136

Effects on Other Markets

As we discussed in Section IV. A, taxi regu la t ions may affect

levels of road congestion, air pollution, and public transit use.

Effects on Efficiency of Resource Allocation

A basic question in evaluating a regulation is whether the

total benefits of the regulation would exceed the total costs,

where benefits and costs are measured with reference to willing-

ness to pay on the part of all affected parties. The relevant

effects have been described in Sections V. A and V.

Suppose that the government of a jurisdiction without taxi

regulations is considering imposing an ordinance that would

restrict entry into the taxi industry and significantly reduce

the number of taxis. It is reasonable to expect that this would

135 Anaheim (linking tourist attractions), Atlantic City (on
Pacif ic Avenue) Baton Rouge (between downtown and a suburb),
Chattanooga (in low income areas), Chicago (on King Drive),
Cleveland, Indianapolis (along major bus routes during peak
periods), Los Angeles (competing head-to-head with public
trans it), Miami (between downtown and a suburb), Pittsburgh
(between downtown and low income areas), San Diego (which had

minimal regulation), and San Francisco (on Mission and Thirdstreets) Kirby, 1980, p. 12; Reason , September 1981, p. 17,
October 1982, p. 15, and April 1983, pp. 17- 18; Kitch et al.,
1971, p. 293; Eckert and Hi ton, 1972, p. 323. Kirby et al.
1974, Chapter 9, describes several of these services. --In-
Chicago, Checker Cab reportedly was interested in introducing a
fleet of 15-passenger jitney vans to operate over abandoned bus
routes and in parallel with city buses between 9 p. m. and 5 a.
with a $1. 50 fare, but Chicago ignored the proposal. 

Reason
September 1981, p. 17.
136

Kirby ., 1974, pp. 182- 85.
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lead to a decline in the total number of vehicle hours of taxi

service (in spite of an increase in the number of hours of

service per vehicle); an increase in the average waiting time;

increase in fares; service refusals; and a decline in total
ridership. 137

How would one determine the efficiency of the proposed

regulation? On the cost side, there are several items: (a) for

trips that would continue to be made by taxi, there would be an

increase in waiting time cost; (b) for trips that would be made

by another mode, there would be an increase in cost compared to

what the cost would have been by taxi; (c) for trips that would

no longer be made by any mode, the excess of what people would

have been willing to pay for the trips above their cost would be

lost; and (d) there would be costs of establishing and

administering the regulation.

On the benefit side, there would be a reduction in the use

of resources by the taxicab industry because of an increase in

the vehicle occupancy rate. 138 There might also be a reduction

137 In computing the effects of regulatory policies, it would be
useful to have information on (i) the elasticity of demand for
taxi rides with respect to taxi fares and waiting time, (ii) the
cross elastici ttes of demand between taxi rides and other urban
transportation modes, and (iii) the value of waiting time. The
median of seven available estimates of the fare elasticity of
demand for taxi rides is 8. The available evidence on (i) -
(iii) is summarized in Appendix 

138 These costs and benefits are shown graphically in Tolley et
1984, Figure 2-

. ,
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in road congestion and air pollution, but it is not clear that

this would occur . 139

Other things equal, these costs of regulation would be

greater in cities that do not have transportation modes that

substitute closely for the regulated taxis. Thus, the costs wi 

be greater if public transit service is poor or nonexistent. The

costs will be lower if illegal, unregulated "gypsy " cabs are

tolerated.
There is virtually unanimous agreement among economists that

existing combinations of restrictions on entry into the taxi

market, mi nimum fares, and ride sharing are inefficient and the

source of signi f icant welf are loss, including consumer injury. 140

Some of the more obvious ways in which the allocation of

resources under existing regulations is inefficient include: (a)

the number of taxi rides taken is inefficiently low, because of

regulations that raise fares, restrict the level of taxi service,

and increase wai t ing times; (b) the cost of produci ng taxi trips
is unnecessarily high, because of regulations that prevent ride

sharing or that increase deadheading and the length of taxi

139 This justification for taxicab regulation was criticized in
Section IV. l. Certain effects of regulation are neither
aggregate benef its nor costs. Aggregate benef its and costs
consist exclusively of changes in the output levels of goods and
services that people care about and changes in the levels of
scarce inputs that are used to produce them. Thus, the fare
increase itself and the resulting change in total expenditure on
taxis do not count as benefits or costs.
140 An exception is Gallick and Sisk, 1984.
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lines: and (c) there are shortages of certain types of service

because of the incent i ves provided by fixed fare structures.
There are, however, few empirical estimates of the welfare

loss due to regulation. Beesley and Glaister (1983, p. 611)

calculate the welfare effects of reducing the regulated fare and

introducing licensing that would restrict the number of cabs in

London, England. They estimate that a 10 percent reduction in

the fare with continued free entry would have produced a net

social gain of $721 (at the 1984 exchange rate) per hour in 1978.

They estimate that a 20 percent reduction in the number of cabs

below the free entry level would have caused a net social loss of

$2, 744 per hour. Assuming these two effects occur 10 hours per

day, 250 days per year, the annual amounts would be $1. 8 mi 11 ion

and $6. 9 million respectively. 141

De Vany (1977, p. 32) provides a calculation of the gains

from eliminating the unnecessary deadheading that resulted from

the former exclusive airport franchise in Dallas/Fort Worth. His

calculations sUgg st a gain of at least $0. 7 million per year (as

of 1977) from this action alone.

In spite of the limited number of empirical estimates of

welfare losses, comparisons of Washington, D. C., as well as

Atlanta and Honolulu as of 1970, with cities with entry barriers

141 Tolley et al., 1984, p. 11, estimate the annual welfare loss
from entry restrlctions in the U. S. taxi industry at $62 million.
However, this estimate should not be given much weight, because
it arbitrarily assumes that free entry would reduce fares by 11
percent and not affect average waiting time or the cost per cab
ride.
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(see Section V. B) and comparisons in cities before and after

deregu la t ion (see Section VI) provide suggestive evidence that
entry barriers are inefficient.

No studies- evaluate the efficiency of regulations aimed at
quality, e.g., vehicle condition, driver qualifications, and

insurance requirements, and economists generally have not

criticized them. 142

Effects on the Distribution of Well-Being

Arguments based solely on efficiency or total benefits and

costs do not consider distributional effects. It is important to

establish who the gainers and losers from regulation are.

Losers

Consumers

The principal losers from regulation of the taxi industry

are consumers of the services whose prices and/or waiting times

increase and consumers of types of services that are not offered

as a result of reg ration. Consumption of taxi services varies

among income groups, and regulation therefore has different

effects on the average members of different income groups. 143

142 The regulations that were used to eliminate jitneys around
1915 are an exception; these are criticized by Eckert and Hilton,
1972 .

143 There are other patterns apart from those by income, e.g.,
people aged 60 and over take more taxi trips per capita than do
younger people. Webster et al ., 1974, p. 3-
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The income distribution of taxi users probably varies from

one type of service to another and among cities with different

levels of population and public transit service. For example, on

average, users of cruising cabs and airport service probably have

higher incomes than do users of radio-dispatch service . 144

average, users in large cities probably have higher incomes than

do users in small cities. This is a plausible result of

different patterns of automobile ownership and transit

availability. 145 And on average, users in ci ties with good

public transit service probably have higher incomes than do users

other cities. 146

Data indicate that lower income people spend a larger per-

cent of their incomes on taxis than do higher income people . 147

Other sources indicate that in many cities consumption of taxi

rides per capita, and not simply the share of income spent on

144 According tQSchroeter, 1983, p. 91 , describing Minneapolis
in 1979, " the vieW" wi thin the industry and among municipal
regulators seems to be that the typical daytime radio dispatch
trip serves welfare recipients on shopping or health care visit
trips.
145 In small cities, high income people have a very high
of automobile ownership and would seldom use taxis, while
income people who do not own cars wou ld use taxis because
transit service is poor or not available.

146 Apart from people with disabilities and
t ions, only people with a high value of time
transit service was very good.

leve 1
low
public

emergency situa-
would ride taxis if

147 Frankena,
1974, Table 3,

1979, for Canadian cities, and Weaver and Herrin,
for elder ly people in Champaign -Urbana.
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taxi rides, higher for lower income people. 148 Allred et al.

(1978, p. 22) cite several studies that reach this conclusion:

1964- 70 national study of major urban areas, a 1963 Boston study,

a 1969 Brooklyn - study, a 1970 Pittsburgh study, and a 1976 study

of eight small- to medium-sized urban areas in North Carolina.
149

A 1977 Dallas study reported by Eisenberg and Barker (1980) also

reached this conclusion . 150

148 Regulations will be regressive if they increase waiting
time, if the value of time is proportional to income, and if low
income people take more trips per capita. However, regulations
that increase waiting time may deter proportionately more high
income people from using cabs.

149 A 1956 Chicago study and a 1969 New York City study did not
support this conclusion, but the Chicago study was based on
average incomes in different areas of the city rather than
i ndi vidual incomes, and the New York City study ignored gypsy
cabs and radio-dispatched livery vehicles.
150 See also Kirby et al., 1974, pp. 113- 120, and Webster et
al., 1974, pp. 3- 1 to-3 3. A study of the occupational
characteristics of taxi users based on data from Chicago in 1956,
Pittsburgh in 1963, and the New York Tri-State area in 1969
concluded that in large cities "taxis are ridden mostly by
housewives (family income probably well above average), and
whi te -collar workers, part icular ly in the professional and
managerial categories. Most riders are white, of working age,
and their rides are ei ther to home or to work. On the other
hand, signi f icant percentages fallouts ide these categor ies.
Service and household workers often ride cabs to noncentral area
destinations, and the Pittsburgh Area Transportation Study
indicated substantial ridership (26 percent) by students and
unemployed, retired, and incapacitated persons. Wells and
Selover, 1972, pp. 8-14. It is important not to misinterpret the
latter evidence. In determining the distributional effects of
reducing the cost of taxi service, one should be concerned with
the ratio of expenditures on taxis to income for different
groups, not the share of total taxi rides for different groups.
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Workers

If the supply of drivers to the taxi industry is less than

perfectly elastic, then regulations that reduce the number of

vehicle hours or taxi service will reduce the wages of taxi

drivers, making drivers worse off. If the opportunity cost of

workers who do not get jobs as drivers as a result of the regula-

t ions is less than what they would have been able to earn as

drivers, then such regulations will make these other workers

worse off as well. Most of the workers in question are low

skilled, and existing taxi regulations therefore restrict employ-

ment opportunities for low income and minority urban workers. 151

On the other hand, Eckert (1970, p. 436) suggests that

monopolization of the Los Angeles taxi market as a result of

government regulations led to sharing of monopoly profits with

the unionized drivers. He reports that Yellow Cab' s drivers were

the highest paid in the nation in 1961. Even if Eckert

correct, however, this argument would not apply in most cities;

Gilbert and Samuels - (f982, p. 95) report that unions have not

been very successful in orga izing the taxi industry. 152

In Minneapolis, a city ordinance specifies that drivers are

to receive a certain percentage of fares. This could lead to a

sharing of excess profits with drivers.

151 Meyer and Kain, 1970.

152 The exceptions are large fleets,
and New York.

including those in Chicago
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Taxpayers

There are a number of government programs that provide

subsidies for taxi service for certain users, e.g., Seattle

provides 40-60 percent subsidies to elderly or disabled riders

with low incomes. Taxi regulations that raise fares increase the

cost of these programs to governments and hence taxpayers.

Gainers

The principal gainers from regulation of the taxi industry

are the people who obtain or obtained licenses, medallions, and

exclusive franchises at prices below their market prices or the

present discounted value of future above -normal prof its. Many of

these people have already sold their medallions or shares in taxi

companies. Some current owners of taxi medallions or shares in

taxi companies purchased them in the recent past at market prices

that fully reflect their current value; these people have not

gained from regulation.

Inferences from Medallion Prices

Prices for taxi medallions (see Table 5) are in the range
$9, 000-$25, 000 in many large cities with entry restrictions and

run as high as $60 000 in New York Ci ty.
The existence of positive medallion prices is evidence that

entry restrictions have raised the rate of return in the taxi

industry above the competitive rate in the rest of the economy,

and that taxi regulations have led to an inefficient allocation

of resources. Assuming a real (af ter removi ng the effect of
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City

Atlantic City

Boston

Cambr idge, Mass.

Chicago

Dallas

Houston

Indianapolis

London, Ontario

Miami

Minneapolis

Newark

New Orleans

Table 5

Prices of Taxicab Medallions

:(p

e of
License

Jitney

Taxi

Taxi

Taxi

Taxi

Taxi

Taxi

.Taxi

Taxi

Taxi

Taxi

Taxi

Year

1972

1983

1983

1970

1976

1983

1980

1978

1979

1983

1983

1976

106-

Pr i ce
000 )

$32-$33

$20-$25

$15 or
more

$10-$12

4-$.

$2. 5-$3.

$18

$ 8- $12

Source

Kirby et
al., 1"94
169, 177.

Wainwright,
1984.

Wainwright,
1984.

Kitch et ai,
1971, 799:-

Olson and
Kuehl, 1976,
53.

Wainwright,
1984.

Gilbert and
Gelb, 1980,
11.

Palmer, 1983,
Ch. 3, 13,
20, 31.

Metro. Dade
County, 1979.

Mi nn. Star
une, 

Jan. 1983,
Bl, 27 Jan.
1983, Bl.

Wainwright,
1984.

Olson and
Kuehl, 1976,
53.



City

New York Ci ty

Oakland, Calif.

Portland, Ore.

San Diego

San Francisco

Seattle

Somerville, Mass.

Toronto, Ontario

Fleet.
Independent.

Table 5 (cont inued)
Prices of Taxicab Medallions

Type of
License Year

Taxi a 1983

Taxib 1983

Taxi 1979

Taxi 1979

Taxi 1979

Taxi 1983

Jitney 1972

Taxi 1983

Taxi 1967-1979

Taxi 1983

Taxi 1978
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Pr i ce
( $000)

$50

$60

$ 2- $ 3

$3-$9

$ 8- $15

$1-$2

$2-$2.

$15-$20

$1-$12

$25

$26.

Source

New York
Times, 16
Feb. 1983,
A30.

Wainwright,
1984.

Kirby,
23.

1980,

Colman, 1980,
p. 21;
Wainwright,
1984.

Wainwright,
1984.

Kirby
1974
177.

et al.,
Tb9 -;

Tolley et al.,
1984 , p:-n-
See Sect ion
VI.

Wainwright,
1984.

Palmer, 1983,
Ch. 3, 13,
20, 31.



inflation) annual interest rate of 10% and a perpetual license, a

medallion price of $20, 000 implies excess after-tax profits

(i e., revenues minus all opportunity costs but excluding the

cost of the medallion) of $2, 000 per cab per year. 153

While these medallion values are likely to be correlated

with the welfare loss from regulation, the . magnitude of the

efficiency loss from regulation is not measured by the medallion

price. For example, in the absence of a limi t on the number of

cabs, there can be no medallion values; yet, regulation of fares

and service could cause efficiency losses. Even if there is a

1 imi t on the number of cabs, a regulation that raises the cost of

producing taxi service without yielding any benefits to riders

causes an efficiency loss, but there is no corresponding profit

for producers or medallion value. Also, if the demand for taxi

service is very insensitive to price, regulations that cause a

small reduction in the supply of taxi service will result in a

large increase in fares, prof its per taxi, and medall ion prices.

Nevertheless, the .change in the allocation of resources caused by

the regu la t ions, and the welfare loss from this misallocation of

resources, would be small relative to the transfer that occurs

from consumers to suppliers.

153 Palmer, 1983, Ch. 3 , pp. 21-25, computes that the internal
rate of return before taxes on taxi licenses in London, Ontario,
in 1977 was 16 percent per year. In 1983, Chicago taxi
medallions were leased for $8 600 per year. This would be the
annual excess profits per cab before taxes and the $200 annual
license fee. Campbell v. City of Chicago , Civil No. 83-C- 3884
(N. D. Ill., D., filed Sep. 22, 1983).
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A graphical analysis of a simplified taxi market (which

ignores the role of waiting time) may be useful in clarifying

this last point. Suppose that in Figure 2 the demand for taxi

the trips is given by DD' , the supply in the absence of

regulation of number of cabs is given by SS' , and the supply with

a restriction on the number of cabs is given by SAT. Suppose

also that there is no regulation of fares. Then the equilibrium

points without and with the restriction on cab numbers would be E

and B respect i ve ly The combined annual rental value of the

medallions when the number of cabs is limited would be the area

SABC; this is also the annual amount of above -normal prof its that

would accrue to the taxi industry as a result of the restriction

on entry. The annual welfare loss for the economy as a whole due

to the regu la t ion wou ld be area ABE. ABE is the sum of ABG,

which is the increase in the cost of producing trips that would

still be produced, plus BEG, which is the excess of willingness

to pay over the cost for taxi trips that would no longer be

produced. Dependi ITg bn the shapes and pos i t ions of the curves,

SABC may be much larger or much smaller than ABE.

If one is comparing two cities, the welfare loss is not

necessarily greater in the city where either the medallion price

per cab or the combined value of all medallions is greater.

Similarly, a regulatory change that increases the price of

medallions does not necessarily increase the welfare loss due to

regulation. For example, starting from a position of free entry,

with the fare fixed at the efficient level, a restriction on the
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$ per
taxi trip

Figure 2

Model of a Taxi Market with Entry Restriction

Taxi trips per year



number of cabs would raise medallion prices, and tighter

restrictions would raise them even more. In this range, the

medallion price would be positively correlated with the welfare

loss. However , if the entry restriction was made severe enough,

or if service restrictions were added, the medallion price might

fall again because profits per cab might be low with a very small

number of cabs, high wai t ing times, and a low number of rides

demanded. In this range, medallion prices would be negatively

corre lated with the magni tude of the welf are loss for a city.
In spite of this last point, the cases one would observe

would probably lie in the range where the magnitude of the

welfare loss would be positively correlated with the medallion

price or the combined value of all medallions. . Because the

pressure for regulation comes largely from the taxi industry

itself, one would not expect regulation so burdensome that it

would reduce medallion prices. 154

154 Eckert, 1970, Kitch et al., 1971, and Gelb, 19BO, pp. 7B-79.
To allow for differences in ci ty size, one might hypothesize that
the we if are loss due to regu la t ion of taxi cabs wou ld be
positively correlated with the product of the medallion price and
the population of the city, or the combined value of all
medallions.
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VI. REGULATORY REFORM

At least a dozen cities have opened entry into their

taxi industries: most of these cities have deregulated other

aspects of the industry as well. This section reviews the

a vai lable evidence concern i ng the economic effects of these

experiences with regulatory reform. In subsection A we discuss

motivations for deregulation. In subsection B we discuss the

effects of regulatory reform.

Motivations for Regulatory Reform

In a survey of 103 U. S. cities, Shaw et al. (1983) found

that during the past five years 24 cities made major changes in

their entry and fare regulations. Sixteen cities relaxed entry

controls whi le three tightened them. Seventeen cities relaxed

fare regulations, with 13 moving to elimination of controls over

f ares and four movi ng from mandatory to maximum fares. Thus,

cities have been quite active in taxicab regulatory reform.

Shaw et al. founcj that cities have been motivated to review

their taxicab ordinances by one or more of the following' a cab

or bus dri vers I stri ke, bankruptcy of a large taxicab company,
requests for fare increases, or an antitrust suit or concerns

related to the Boulder decision. These things focused attention
on taxicab regulation.

Shaw et al. found that city councils that adopted regulatory

reforms generally did so in the expectation of benefits related
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to one or more of the following: (1) a reduct ion in the burden

on public officials resulting from regulation, including

determination of the number of cabs, licens ing of companies, and

set t ing of fares; 155 (2) increased competition, increased

service, increased quality, lower fares, and servi ce innovat ion;

(3) the favorable experience of Seattle and San Diego with

regulatory reform.

Effects of Regulatory Reform

Section V analyzes the economic effects of taxicab regula-

tion. That discussion implicitly suggests the types of effects
that we would expect from regulatory reform. In the present

subsection we summarize the experience of cities that have

undertaken regulatory reform under the headings used there. 156

The experiences of these ci ties with regu latory reform

relate to two segments of the taxi market: radio-dispatched cabs

and cabs that pick up passengers at stands, primarily at air-

ports. There is . evidence about the operation of the cruising cab

segment under open entry from Washington, D. C., but as far as

we can determine, none of the cities that deregulated cabs in

155 Shaw et al., 1983, v. l, pp. 82-83, found that "regulation of
taxicabs consumes much time in City Council meetings because of
the need to determine the number of vehicles or companies allowed
to operate and the fares that should be charged. Fare setting
has become especially burdensome because inflation in the mid to
late . Seventies forced companies to request frequent fare changes.
Councils are often confused as to how to set fares.
156 Support for the conclusions reached in this subsection will
be found in the reviews of the experiences of the individual
cities.
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recent years has a significant cruising cab segment. Because the

rationales for and effects of regulation vary among market

segments, we discuss experience with regulatory reform separately

for radio-dispatched cabs and cabs that use stands at airports.

The reported experience of various cities with regulatory

reform may differ from what we would predic on the basis of

Sect ion V for three reasons. First, some regulations may not have

been binding prior to regulatory reform. For example, in some

cities the ceiling on the number of cabs may not have been much

different from the number that would have existed under open

entry. This was probably true in Indianapolis. Second, some

cases of regulatory reform involved only partial deregulation or

replacement of one entry barrier with another. This was true in

Portland. Third, in some instances the evidence on the effects of

regulatory reform comes from sources that may be biased.

In attempting to transfer lessons from the cities discussed

here, it is also important to keep in mind that no very large city

with a very high medallion value has deregulated.

Radio-Dispatched Market Segment

In this subsection, we discuss the effects of regulatory

reform in the radio-dispatched market segment, which typically

accounts for about 75 percent of all taxi trips. However, most

deregulated cities do not distinguish formally between firms

operating in the different market segments, and the reports we

have used often do not distinguish explicitly between them. Con-
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sequently, some of the results discussed here relate to all

segments combined.

Industrial Structure

In virtually all cities, after open entry the number of firms

in the taxi industry increased and the market shares of the larg-

est firms decreased. In some cities, new fleets entered the radio-

dispatch segment. This was true in Oakland, where two new fleets

operated 76 and 14 cabs respect i vely, and in Sacramento, Portland,

and Charlotte where new fleets operated 27 , 15, and 14 cahs respec-

tively. In San Diego, two fleets expanded from 23 and 12 cabs to

106 and 38 cabs respectively. In Phoenix, new firms accounted for

20 percent of radio-dispatch trips. In most cities, there was also

a significant increase in the number of independent owner-operators.

Although some of these independents subscribed to radio-dispatching

service (e.g. San Diego and Charlotte require that all firms have

radio-dispatching), most focused on cab stands, including airport

service.

Fare Level

In most cases open entry was accompanied by deregulation of

fares, by replacement of fixed fares with maximum fares at a higher

level, or by increases in fixed or maximum fares. In almost all

cases for which information is available, fares increased, some-

times quite substantially, at the time of open entry. 157 However 

this does not imply that open entry or deregulation of fares caused

157 Jacksonville, Florida, and Charlotte, N. C., are exceptions.
Relaxation of entry and fare regulations evidently was not
accompanied by a fare increase.
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fares to increase. In general, fares had not been increased for

some time prior to regulatory reform, and they would have been

increased even if there had been no change in the taxicab

ordinance.

The important question, therefore, is whether over a

sigificant period of time following regulatory reform fares were

above or below the level that would have been predicted in the

absence of regulatory reform. In Seattle, there is evidence that

deregulation of both entry and fares led to lower fares in this

sense in the radio-dispatched market segment.

Apart from overall fare levels, it does not appear that fare

gouging on individual trips was a significant problem in the

radio-dispatched market segment following regulatory reform.

Only for Fresno did we find allegations about price gouging.

Differences among the fares charged by different companies

appeared in some cities, principally because the independent cabs

serving stands commonly charge higher fares than do radio-

dispatched fleets. 158

Number of Cab Hours of Service

The number of cabs, and evi dent ly the number of cab hours of

service, increased in virtually all cities that adopted an open

entry policy. The range of the increase was wide, reflecting the

extent to which entry restrictions were binding prior to

regulatory reform and the extent of deregulation. Thus, at one

158 It should be added that Wainwright, 1984, concluded that
unregulated fare setting does not appear to bring about cut-
throat prLce-cutting behavior " in any of the market segments.
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extreme, in San Diego, the number of cabs more than doubled.

the other extreme, in four cities the number of cabs did not

increase: Indianapolis, Fresno, Spokane, and Charlotte.

In generaL, there was probably a proportionally larger

increase in the number of cab hours of service at cab stands than

in the radio-dispatched market segment, but the level of radio-

dispatched servi ce generally increased.

Waiting Time

Data on passenger waiting times are available for San Diego.

A 50 percent increase in the number of licensed cabs (in all
market segments combined) in the first two years of regulatory

reform was accompanied by a 20 percent drop in average waiting

time in the radio-dispatched market, from 10 minutes to 8 minutes.

Average waiting times at major cab stands became negligible.
In other cities, the increases in cab hours of service

following open entry must have led to reduct ions in waiting times

(unless one argues hat real fares fell enough to generate

cons iderable amounts of additional ridership). There are,

fact, reports that waiting times for radio-dispatch customers

declined significantly in Seattle. On the other hand, there are

reports that waiting time did not change in Oakland and Berkeley

in spite of an increase in the number of radio-dispatched cabs and

firms. The latter report is surprising, and it is important to

note that it is based on interviews after the fact.
It may be possible to make inferences about waiting times

from taxi ridership data. If ridership increases or rema i ns
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constant following open entry, and if fares have not fallen

relative to the cost of living, this would suggest that waiting

time has decreased (and/or that something else riders care about,

such as quality

" ,

has improved). Reports concerning ridership

suggest that waiting time decreased (and/or qual i ty increased)

Oakland, contrary to the direct reports about waiting time.

Number of Trips

There are contradictory reports concerning whether ridership

increased or decreased in Seattle following regulatory reform and

the associated changes in fares and servi ce leve is. In San

Diego, non-airport use of cabs and jitneys increased modestly,

but airport use apparently declined. In Portland, there was

evidently a small increase in ridership; in Oakland and Tucson,

there was no significant change in ridership; and in Phoenix

ridership declined.

These reports compare ridership following regulatory reform

to the levels immediately before, not to the levels that would

have been expected given fare increases and other changes that

would have occurred in the absence of regulatory reform. Thus,

where ridership decl ined, the explanat ion was presumably the
increase in fares that accompanied regulatory reform. Some fare

increases and ridership declines would probably have occurred

even witout regulatory reform in these cases.

Quali ty of Servi ce

The report on regulatory reform in Oakland and Berkeley con-
eluded _that open entry led to a reduction in average vehicle age,
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and it found that new entrants devoted more resources to

maintenance than did incumbents . 159 However, there were reports

that vehicle quality declined and/or average vehicle age

increased following regulatory revision in Seattle, San Diego,

Indianapolis, and Fresno. 160

Cost of Administering Cab Regulations

There are a variety of reports concerning the effect of

regulatory reform on the costs of administering taxi ordinances.

There are reports that these costs fell in Sacramento, were

unchanged in Atlanta, increased by a minor amount in Oakland and

Berkeley, and increased in Seattle, San Diego, and

Indianapolis . 161 On average, these reports probably understate

the decrease (or overstate the increase) in administrative costs

because they seem to ignore the reduct ion in costs borne hy ci 
councils that are freed from entry and fare regulation and

consider only costs borne by the bureaus responsible for

licensing, inspection" etc. Also, some of the reported increas

in administrative costs are due simply to the fact that more

resources are required to inspect and license the larger number

159 Relaxation of entry barriers had similar effects in
Jacksonville.
160 Coe and Jackson, 1983, p. 12, found no quality problems
resulting from regulatory reform in England. It should he kept
in mind that a reduction in quality is not necessarily
inefficient. It is conceivable that quality was above the
efficient level in some regulated cities. See Section IV.

161 Interviews suggested that these costs fell in Jacksonville
and Charlotte but increased in Sacramento.
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of cabs operating after regulatory reform. One report that does

merit attention is that in Indianapolis the cost of enforcing

insurance and driver qualification requirements increased and

compliance rates decreased because of the increased number of

independent owner -operators.

Alloca t ion of Cabs

There are reports that since regulatory reform radio-

dispatch companies have not responded to a substantial percentage

of phone calls in Seattle and San Diego. However, comparable

non-response rates prior to regulatory reform are not available.

For only one city is there any report of a decline in any

category of service following regulatory reform. There is a

report that cab service in minority neighborhoods declined in

Ai tanta. However, no evidence is provided to support this

report, which is implausible since minority neighborhoods were

being served by unlicensed, not licensed, cabs prior to open

entry. There is no reason. that open entry would make such

service unprof i table. 162 By contrast, a study of regulatory

reform in San Diego found no evidence to suggest that taxi service
to the city ' s ethnic minority areas changed significantly, and
studies reported that there was no change in the geographic

distribution of service in Oakland and Portland. In San Diego,

taxi -type service improved in some areas because of the introduc-
tion of jitneys.

162 Fares were not deregulated and hence could not have fallen
as a result . of deregulation.
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Types of Service

Several cities legalized shared ride and jitney services.

Jitney services were introduced in San Diego, but no shared ride

services were introduced in other cities. This migh t be

explained by the fact that these cities are not very densely

populated and as a result jitney service might not be

prof i table.

Congestion

Apart from local congestion at airports and railway

stations, there are no published reports of increased congestion

due to taxis in the cities that deregulated. Surprisingly, Gelb

reports a decline in. total taxi miles driven in Seattle and San

Diego. 163

General Reactions to Regulatory Reform

In most cases regulatory reform was motivated by problems

that arose under regulation, and reform was generally supported

by the local or state government. In several. cities, including

San Diego, Oakland, Indianapolis, and Milwaukee, open entry was

preceded by the bankruptcy and/or clos ing of the largest taxi
fleet, sometimes following a drivers ' strike. 164

163 Gelb, 19B3a; 19B3b, p. 92.

164 There were also bankruptcies of the principal fleets in some
other cities, including Los Angeles, San Francisco, and
Philadelphia. While firms may go bankrupt for many reasons with
or without regulation, the significant number of bankruptcies in
regulated cities during the 1970s should be kept in mind in
evaluat ing open entry.
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In several cities, the reaction to regulatory reform in the

radio-dispatch segment was reportedly favorable, although

incumbent taxi firms were universally opposed to open entry.

Examples of cities with favorable experience are Seattle,

Oakland, Berkeley, Spokane, Sacramento, and Charlotte. 165

In some other cities, there have been more negative reac-

t ions. In Indianapolis and Fresno, there are reports of

substant ial numbers of customer complaints. In these cities open

entry did not lead to an increase in the number of cabs. Thus,

presumably entry restrictions were not binding constraints prior

to regulatory reform, and neither city could have expected major

short-run benefits from open entry. Both cities ended open entry

after a brief experiment.

Three other cities, San Diego, Atlanta, and Portland, have

increased entry restrictions again. Apart from airport problems,

there is no evidence of customer complaints in these cities.

Support for reregulation came primarily from non-taxi businessmen

concerned with the image of their city (rather than with achieve-

ment of an efficient allocation of resources) and from the taxi

industry itself.
Overall, there have been a number of favorable effects and

no widespread signif icant problems related to open entry in

radio-dispatch market segments. The problems that have been

165 Jacksonville also has had a positive experience with relaxa-
t ion of entry and fare controls.
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observed could be dealt with through driver qualification and

vehicle safety requirements without restrictions on the total

number of cabs.

Airport Service

By contrast to the radio-dispatch segment, there have been

many problems in the cab stand market segment, principally at

airports but also, in the case of Seattle, at the railway

station. Such problems have been documented in some detail for

Seattle, San Diego, and Phoenix, and there are briefer reports of

problems in Atlanta, Spokane, and Sacramento.

Airport taxis have charged high and/or different fares

following deregulation, evidently because of the difficulty of

achieving a workable degree of price competition at taxi stands

that continue to operate on a first-in-first-out basis. Higher

fares have led to inefficient lengthening of cab lines and

short-haul refusals. Attempts by drivers to circumvent the queue

and holdups in the queue when consumers have not accepted the

first cab have contributed to disputes among drivers. The

increased number of cabs and the resulting incentive to avoid the

queue have increased administrative costs for airport

authorities. Consumers have complained about vehicle quality,

driver behavior, and all the other problems just described.

These problems do not provide an argument in favor of entry

restrictions. Rather, they suggest that there would be

significant efficiency gains from redesigning airport cab stands

to increase fare competition or from imposing or lowering fare
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ceilings on airport taxi service. Fare ceilings could be reduced

until the taxi queue shortened to the desired length. In fact,
some airports (San Diego, Seattle) have responded by imposing

fare ceilings. It is not necessary to respond, as some airports

(Phoenix) have, by limi t ing the number of taxis that can pick up

passengers, or, as other cities (Atlanta, San Diego) have, by

abandoning open entry in the entire city.

Additional Considerations

Two additional matters relating to deregulation deserve

consideration. First, in many cases the individuals who lose as

a result of deregulation are not the same as the ones who gained

from regulation, because many of those who gained have long since

sold their medallions or shares in taxicab companies. 166 Elimi -

nation of medallion values of $9, 000-$25, 000 or more could wipe

out the savings of independent owner-drivers, cause them to

default on loans, and/or drive them into bankruptcy. Since local

governments probably would be unwilling to compensate these

losers, this issue is a serious political barrier to

deregulation. 167

Second, the process of deregulation would involve real costs

during a transitional period. These costs include resources

166 Tullock, 1975: Regulation , March -Apri 1, 1982.

167 However, when deregulating trucking, Congress allowed
trucking firms to take a tax deduction for the loss in value of
their operating licenses. Public Law No. 97-34, Economic
Recovery Act of 1981, Section 266.
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expended by the government to deregulate and resources expended

by the taxicab industry to oppose deregulation. In order to

justify deregulation on efficiency grounds, the present

discounted value of the benefits of deregulation must exceed

these costs.

Case Studies of Regulatory Refor 168

Seattle
In 1979 Seattle eliminated most of the regulations that

restricted taxicab entry, fares, and servi q.e. The cei 1 ing on the

number of taxis was removed: the exclusive airport franchise was

ended: regulations that controlled fares were dropped, although a

maximum fare was subsequently set for airport service: required

minimum levels for service hours per day and days per year were

removed: and shared-ride service was authorized. However, regu -

lations concerning safety and driver qualifications were

tightened. 169

168 Apart from these cities, Milwaukee and Tacoma deregulated
entry in 1979 and 1981, respectively. Jacksonville, Fla.,
sUbstantially relaxed entry barr iers. Additional cities that
have deregulated fares but not entry are: Des Plaines, Ill.
(1981), Springfield, Ohio (1981), St. petersburgh, Fla. (1981),
Madison, Wise. (1982), Kansas City, Mo. (1983). San Francisco
swi tched from mandatory to maximum fares in 1978, and Anchorage
and Tampa did so in 1983. Dayton, Ohio, and Fayetteville, N.C.,
regulate entry but control only maximum fares. El Paso, Texas
(1981) and Norfolk, Va. (1982) may have deregulated in some way.
Shaw et al., 1983, v. l, pp. 53-54. There has reportedly been at
least -part ial deregulat ion of taxis in Honolulu and Santa
Barbara. Reason, August 1983, p. 16.
169

Gelb et al. , 1980.
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Prior to deregulation, entry restrictions were tight enough

that medallions somet imes sold at fair ly high prices. Zerbe

(1982, Jp. 2) reports that medall ion prices var ied between $2, 500

and $12, 000 during the 12 years prior to deregulation; four other

sources cite medall ion prices between $1, 000 and $10, 000 shortly

before deregulation. 170

After removal of entry restrictions, the price of medallions

fell to zero; 171 the number of city-licensed cabs increased from

421 to 516 (Mardf 1984), but the number of cab hours of service

increased by a substantially lower percentage than did the number

of cabs because of a decrease in the intens i ty of use of cabs;

the number of airport-licensed cabs increased from about 35 to

208. The number of taxi firms increased from 57 to 85. 172 The

share of cabs held by the three largest firms declined from 70 to

54 percent. The number of small fleets with 4 to 13 cabs each

increased from 9 to 23. The share of cabs operated by inde-

pendents increased. l 7 3 No shared ride services were introduced.

170 DOT, 1980, pp. 79, 83; Gelb et a1., 1980, p.
1980, p. 21; Wainwright, 1984. For cotradictory
Gelb, 1980, p. 45, and Kirby, 1980, p. 23.

xvi; Colman,
statements, see

171 DOT, 1980, p. 79, and Zerbe, 1983a, p. 3.
172 Gelb
April 20,

et al.,198-r
1980; Gelb, 1983b; Zerbe, letter to Pautler,

173 Zerbe, 1983b, p. 44; Gelb, 1983b, p. 31.
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The available evidence suggests that average passenger

waiting time for radio-dispatched cabs decreased

substantially. 174

According to Colman (1980, p. 24), immediately after

deregulation the fare for an average trip increased by about 35

percent. Drop and mileage charges increased from $. 80 and $.

to $1 and $1 respectively for the largest companies. This

increase was abou t the same as the increase in the consumer pr ice
index since the last fare increase was approved. 175

Using a longer time period, Zerbe concluded that as a result

of deregulation, in early 1984 radio-dispatched fares were 14

percent lower than they would have been if regulation had con-

t inued. By contrast, non-radio-dispatched fares were 8 percent

174 Zerbe, 1983a, p. 3, and 1983b, p. 44. See also Gelb, 1983b,p. xiv. Paratransit Services, 1983, p. 34, reports that most of
the additionai c congregated at the airport.

175 Colman, 1980 , p. 24, reports that in the short -run there
was a slight increase in taxi ridership follow ing deregulat ion.
Since the real fare increased in the short-run, this supports theobservation that waiting time declined. By contrast, Gelb,
1983b, p. xv, reports that during the first two years of open
entry recorded ridership dropped by 25 percent in spite of a 20
percent increase in the number of licensed cabs. The drop in
recorded ridership might be a result of reduced recording of
riders, due in part to growth of independent cab companies. Also
according to Gelb, 1983b, p. xxxvi, a 1977 report suggested
ridership was declining prior to deregulation. In any event, 26
percent of resident riders clail)ed to be making mre trips 
taxi in 1981 than a year earlier while only 10 percent claimed to
be making fewer trips by taxi. Gelb, 1983b, p. xxix.
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higher than they would have been. Non-radio-dispatched fares

averaged 27 percent higher than radio-dispatched fares. 176

average, when weighted by vehicle numbers, fares were about 5

percent lower than they would have been without deregulation.

Zerbe reports that deregulation led to no problems in the

market for radio-dispatched taxis, where price competition worked

well. Gelb (1983b, pp. 94-95) reports that in 1981 thirty-six

percent of a sample of survey phone calls resulted in either

service refusal (28 percent) or no-shows (8 percent). However,

these data are misleading, because the percentage of refusals was

only 10 percent for the three large fleets. Customers refused by

other companies could call these, and they would learn to do so.

Gelb (1983b, p. xxviii) reports that the median vehicle age
increased from 4 to 6 years, but also that there was no reported

increase in taxicab accidents or passenger complaints about

vehicle maintenance or safety.
Gelb (1983b) ., reports that some of the administrative costs

associated wi th taxi regulat ion increased, but the amounts were
small and the explanation was primarily that there were more

vehicles and meters ' to be inspected and safety regulations were

t igh tened. Also, the burden of licensing and rate setting for

the city council was reduced.

176 Zerbe, letter
1983b, p. 44.

to Pautler, April 20, 1984. See also Zerbe,
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Zerbe reports that deregulation led to a number of problems

in the market in which taxis are chosen from a cab line, pri-

marily at the airport and rail station, where price competition

was difficult. The airport has continued to assign cabs in the
way it did when fares were uniform. Taxis are called into the

loading area one by one, according to their place in the line.
cab that refuses or is refused by a customer goes not to the end

of the line but to a holding area and soon returns to the head of

the line. 177
rn he airport market there was a large increase in

fares, taxi lines increased cons iderably in length, taxis refused

to carry passengers short distances, there was a substantial

variance in fares among taxis, there were many consumer

complaints about fare discrepancies, and there was an increase in

threats and minor violence among dri vers.
Zerbe suggests that high fares in this market were a result

of the low fare elasticity of the probability that a customer

would reject the first cab in line. Many customers are

travellers who do - hot know the distribution of fares or are on

expense accounts, and hence their decisions may not be highly

sensitive to the fare level. The high fares led to a large

number of cabs, long cab lines, refusals to serve short trips,

and quarrels among drivers concerning positions in the taxi
queue, but did not lead to an above-normal rate of profit because

of free entry.

177
Zerbe, 1983b, 

p. 

46.
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The airport responded to the lengthening cab lines by

increas ing the taxi permi t fee from $100 to $360 per year and by

imposing a maximum fare. The problem of short haul customers was

solved by creation of a separate cab line for them. These

measures evidently reduced the number of cabs at the airport and

the number of complaints.

Paratransit Services (1983, p. 34) reports that the burden

of regulating taxis increased at the airport. Enforcement costs

increased (to $7r 542 in 1981), and the airport installed a

closed-circuit television system ($14, 000).

Zerbe suggests that the explanation' for the variance in

f ares was that some cabs that served the airport also served
other markets where demand was more elastic. Because they were

apparently constrained to apply the same fare structure to all
services, perhaps simply because they used the same meter for all

trips, they charged lower fares than those that served only the

airport. This variance led to consumer complaints. Imposition
of a maximum fare - substantially reduced the number of complaints,
presumably because it led to reductions in the highest fares.

Zerbe concludes that in 1982 the airport fare was still

above the competitive level and that resources were still wasted

because of long cab lines. He suggests a reduction in the

maximum fare.
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There was a statement by a member of the taxi industry that

vehicles deteriorated after deregulation in Seattle, 178 and Zerbe

(1983b, p. 46) reports that "at the airport, as at the cab lines
downtown, the quality of the ride deteriorated. Dr i vers were

less knowledgeable, eabs dirt ier. Some deterioration in quality

results from open entry: new entrants are likely to know less

about the area. And some is to be expected when prices drop in a

deregulated market. As the airline case demonstrated, price ahd

entry regulation eads to greater competition on the basis of

quali ty l 79

However, Gelb (1983b, p. xxxi) reports that " (oJverwhelming

majorities of both residents and visitors gave positive ratings

to the overall quality of Seattle taxi service. Eighty-seven

and ninety percent, respectively of residents and visitors rated

the overall quality of taxi service as good or excellent in 1981.

Ten to 15 percent of residents thought taxi availability,

promptness of service, and quality of drivers had increased,
while 4 to 9 percent thought they declined. However, 16 percent

thought the condition of vehicles was worse while 10 percent

thought it was better.

not know. 180

Others thought there was no change or did

178 DOT, 1980 , pp. 78-79.

179 Zerbe, 1983b, p. 46, also reports a number of incidents
involving cabs at the Amtrak station. See footnote 55 above.

180 Gelb, 1983b, p. 117.
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San Diego

In 1979 San Diego removed the existing ceiling on the number

of taxi permits and began issu ing a fixed number of addi t ional
licenses per month. Regulations that controlled the fare were

replaced by a fare ceiling that was high enough so that it was

not binding for most firms. The fare ceiling was eliminated in

1980, but in 1983 it was reimposed, this time at a level 20

percent above the city average fare. Firms must file fares, but

they can discount. filed fares and thus are free to bargain.

Shared-ride taxi service based on zone fares and jitney service

based on per person fares were authorized.

Prior to deregulation, there was a long waiting list for

taxi licenses, and medallions sold in the range of $8, 000-$15, 000

(see Table 5). Between 1979 and 1983 the number of licensed cabs

more then doubled, from 409 to 915; the number of cab hours of

service increased but by a lower percentage than the number of

cabs because cabs were used less intensively; the number of

companies increased -from 68 to 310; the number of licenses held

by the largest fleet remained constant while the share declined

from 68 to 31 percent; the second and third largest fleets

increased from 23 and 12 to 106 and 38 cabs, respectively; and

the number of smaller fleets operating 4 or more cabs increased

from 7 to 16. 181

181 Gelb, 1983a, and Paratransit Services, 1983, Figure 3.
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Average response time for radio-dispatched cab fleets

initially increased from 10 minutes in 1978 , prior to deregula-

tion at a time when there were 409 cabs, to 13 minutes in

November, 1979, when there were about 480 cabs. However, this
deteriorat ion was temporary. Average response time declined to 8

minutes in November, 1980, when there were about 625 cabs. 182

The most active cab stands became crowded after deregulation,
and "passenger wai ts at busy cabstands were quick ly reduced to

seconds. ,,183 Taxi-type service has improved in some areas

because of the introduct ion of jitneys. There was no evidence to

suggest that deregulation led to a deterioration of service in

ethnic minority areas.
Between July, 1979, when mandatory fares were replaced by a

ceiling, and December, 1981, the weighted average fare for a 3.

mile, non-airport trip increased by 47 percent, compared to a 51

percent increase in the consumer price index. By comparison, the

182 Gelb, 1983a, p. 133. Reason , August 1983, p. 16, reported
that response time appeared to have declined dramatically as a
result of regulatory reform. Gelb, 1983a, p. 133, reports that
in November, 1979, eighteen percent of calls were refused by the
dispatcher (8%) or resulted in no-shows (10%). In a 1976 survey,
the figure was only 5 percent. However, the figures are not
comparable. In 1976, the people who ran the survey disclosed to
cabs that the survey was taking place. This was not done in
1979. Also, in 1979, a disproportionate number of the survey
trips were short to save expenses. Thus, the 1976 figure is
biased downward and the 1979 figure is biased upward.

183 Gelb, 1983a, p. 139.
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weighted average fare for a 7. 4 mile airport trip increased by 36

percent between August, 1979, and December, 1981. 184

There was significant variation among fares charged by

different firms, largely because radio-dispatch firms charged

less than independents that operated primari ly at cab stands.

Evidence concerning illegal price gouging involves only

anecdotes. 185

Between August 1979 and August 1980, the number of recorded

non-airport taxi yehicle trips was unchanged and the number of

riders increased by 6 percent. Simultaneously, the number of

recorded airport vehicle trips declined by 16 percent and the

number of riders dropped by 37 percent. There is no obvious

explanation for the drop in recorded airport trips, since airport

f ares increased less than non -airport fares; however, reduced

wai ting time was probably less important for airport trips.
any event, there are two problems with these data. First, as the

structure of the industry changed, the percentage of unrecorded

trips may have- increased. Second, these ridership data do not

include use of jitneys, which were increasing in number . 186

1983, twelve companies operated 36 vehicles as jitneys, serving

184 Gelb, 1983a, pp. xxiii, 89.

185 Gelb, 1983a, pp. xvii, xxvi, 83.

186 Gelb, 1983a, p. xxvii. DOT, 1980, p. 77, reports that the
number of taxi trips increased after deregulation.
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shopping areas, hotels, the airport, military bases, and nearby

La Jolla. 187

Deregulation freed the city council from the time consuming

tasks of certifying need for service and setting fares. Because

the number of cabs increased, costs for the bureaus in charge of

administering the taxi regulation increased by 58 percent between

1978 and 1981. However, this represents a decline in cost per

cab, particularly after allowing for inflation. 188

Although ,th8're are no data on vehicle age prior to
regulatory reform, between 1980 and 1981 aVerage vehicle age

increased. 189

Deregulation led to a number of problems at the San Diego

airport, which continued to use a first-in-first-out taxicab

queue in spite of allowing firms to charge different fares.

There were long cab li nes, short -haul refusals, disputes as a

result of attempts by drivers to pick up passengers without

waiting in line, and complaints about high fares and the variance

in fares amon

The San Diego airport responded by letting cabs carrying

short -haul riders by-pass the queue; rais ing the permi t fee 
$200 per year; hiring seven full-time starters; limiting fares

187 Reason, August 1983, pp. 16-17. Prior to deregulation, 8
companies operated 27 limousines. Gelb, 1983a.

188 Gelb, 1983a, pp. 200- 201.

189 Gelb, 1983a, p. 137.
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for trips leaving the airport to a range of 20 percent more or

less than the weighted average city rate; and restricting the

number of cabs that can wait at the airport. These measures

substant ally relieved the airport problems.

The percentage of taxi users that rated taxi service good or

excellent increased from 75 percent (residents) and 86 percent

(visitors) to 82 and 92 percent respectively between 1978 and

1980. Also, between 17 and 34 percent of residents reported that

several service attributes (promptness, dr i ver courtesy, vehicle

condition, availability during the day and at night) improved

between 1979 and 1980. Only 2- 6 percent reported they became

worse, 39- 48 percent reported they remained unchanged, and 24-38

percent answered "don ' t know. ,,190

Neverthe less, in 1983 the city imposed a one-year moratorium

on new permi ts.

Oakland and Berkeley

Oakland

In mid-1979, Oakland' s largest taxi firm, Yellow, closed

following a drivers ' strike, and as a result the level of taxi

service in the c ty declined. 191 In response, the Oakland

municipal government increased the fixed fare by 41 percent for a

190 Gelb, 1983a, pp. 165- 167.

191 This summary of the experience of Oakland and Berkeley with
regulatory revision is based on Knight et al. , 1983.
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three-mile trip and replaced its policy of limiting entry on the
basis of public convenience and necessity with open entry. 192

Both before and after regulatory reform, most taxi riders

were people with low incomes. Almost all taxis in Oakland were

summoned by telephone. Cruis ing and cab stands, inc lud i ng

airport service, were relatively unimportant. Thus, none cl il 
problems associated with regulatory reform at airports in some

other cities appeared in the Oakland case.

Prior to regu atory reform, medallions sold for $2, 000-

$3, 000, and there was a waiting list for new taxi permits. 193

Open entry led to a substantial increase in the number of

permi ts issued and in the number of act i ve cabs. The number of

permi ts increased from 224 in 1979 to 303 in 1982. However,

since only about 100 cabs were active in 1979, the percentage

increase in the number of act i ve cabs was probably greater than

the percentage increase in the number of permi ts.

192 The fare increase
Oakland did not change
service.

is based on flag-drop and mileage charges.
its prohibition against shared-ride

193 Wainwright, 1984. Few permits were transferable, however.
A reading of Knight et al., 1983, tends to suggest that fares
were low, and that as-a-rsult only about half of the cabs
licensed were active, the ratio of cabs to population was low,
the quality of cabs was deteriorating, and Yellow Cab failed.
However, the three-mile fare of $3. 40 was not particularly low by
national standards in 1979 (compare to Table 3 for 1984), it is
not clear that the companies that continued in business after the
1979 fare increase improved the quality of their cabs (although
new entrants evidently used better vehicles), and the scant
evidence does not suggest that waiting times were particularly
high prior to the regulatory revision.
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Most of the new cabs were accounted for by the entry of two

new radio-dispatch fleets with 76 and 14 permi ts respectively.

The two-firm concentration ratio (based on number of permits,

including those held by Yellow prior to its closure) declined

slightly from 62 to 58 percent while the four-firm concentration

ratio increased from 74 to 87 percent. The number of permi ts

held by independents and small firms actually declined.

Open entry led to an increase in average veh icle quality,

because new entrant used newer vehicles than incumbent firms did

and kept their vehicles better maintained.
194

Knight et al. conclude that the increase in service did not

reduce the response time for radio-dispatched cabs or passenger

waiting times. 195 However, it is difficult to reconcile this

conclusion with their finding concerning ridership. Initially,

taxi ridership declined following the suspension of operations by

Yellow and the 41 percent fare increase, but it gradually

194 Knight et al. report that prior to regulatory revision the
quality of veh cles and service was declining visibly, there were
many complaints regarding the poor and unsafe condition of
Yellow I S vehicles, and none of Yellow ' s vehicles passed city
inspection. However, Wainwright, 1984, remarks that " there
appears.. . to be some evidence that profitability is declining
(after regulatory reform) and with it the condition of taxicabs.

195 There are no data on waiting times; these findings are based
on impressions gathered in interviews more than a year after
regulatory reform occurred. Drivers may have caused response
times to rise in some cases by misreporting their locations to
dispatchers in an attempt to obtain additional business. If so,
this may have been a response to a change from employee -dr i vers
to leasing of cabs by drivers, rather than an effect of open
entry.
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increased back to the original level as the level of cab service

increased. Since ridership had generally been declining

previous years, it is difficult to explain why it increased as

additional cabs Were put into service unless passenger waiting

time declined, although the increase in average cab quality could

have been partially responsible. In any event, there Was a

decline in the ratio of ridership to cab hours of service.
Knight et al. report that "open-entry has not led to service

problems from the rt of irresponsible operations which oppo-

nents often claim result from open entry. ,, 196 They report that

when ridership fell in response to the rate increase in 1979,

there may have been some increase in the number of accidents

because of fatigue as drivers worked longer hours in an effort to

maintai n their incomes. However, some firms reacted by limi t ing
dr i ver hours per day, and the problem was only temporary.

Regulatory reform did not lead to a significant increase in

administrative costs. There were minor increases related to the

larger number of permit applications and cabs to be inspected,
but these were offset by additional application and renewal

fees.
Following regulatory reform, there was no change in the

geographic distribution of cab service within Oakland.

196
Knight et al. 1983, 53.
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Overall, the reaction of city officials and the public to

regulatory reform was mildly positive. It was not a major issue.

As one might expect, incumbent firms opposed open entry.

Berkeley

The Berkeley case is closely related to the Oakland one.

Not only are the cities adjacent, but the large majority of the

cabs serving Berkeley prior to regulatory revision were also

1 icensed to serve Oakland.

Berkeley deregulated both entry and fares in 1980, shortly

after the changes in Oakland. 197 Prior to deregulation, Berkeley

imposed only maximum fares rather than fixed fares as in Oakland.

However, since all firms charged the maximum fare, fares were the

same in Oakland and Berkeley. After Oakland raised its fares

1979, many of the cabs that had been serving Berkeley moved to

Oakland, while other cabs charged the Oakland fares in Berkeley

even though this violated the taxi ordinance. Af ter Berke ley

removed the fare maximum in 1980, virtually all firms increased

their fares to the Oakland leve This fare increase reduced

ridership to some extent.

Open entry led to an increase from about 75 permits in mid-

1980 to 91 permits in May 1983. 198 However, because of the close

197 Berkeley also legalized shared-ride and jitney service and
dropped the requirement to use meters, but no new services or
fare systems were introduced.

198 Wainwright, 1984.
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links between the Oakland and Berkeley taxi companies, these

numbers do not accurately describe the supply of cabs in

Berkeley. The number of cabs serving Berkeley was well below 75

in 1979-80, and the number presumably increased following the

fare increase and open entry in 1980. As in Oakland, Knight 

al. concluded that after open entry customer waiting times did

not decline significantly, vehicle quality improved, and city

administrative costs remained virtually unchanged.

Phoenix and Tucson

Phoenix

Prior to July, 1982, the state of Arizona restricted entry

into the taxicab industry in the state s cities through certifi-

cates of public convenience and necessity and fixed fares. In

July, 1982, regulations restricting entry and fares were ended,

and the state continued to regulate only driver qualifications,

safety standards, and insurance coverage.

(1983) studied changes in the taxicab industryTeal et al.
during the first year following regulatory reform. In Phoenix

the number of cabs in service increased from 250 in 1981-82 to

325 in July, 1983. A large number of independents and other

small firms entered the market and emphasized service at the

airport, where radio-dispatch capabi li ty is not necessary. The

share of cabs operated by the largest firm, Yellow/Checker, fell

from 90 to 42 percent. Yellow/Checker virtually stopped picking

up riders at the airport because of long (2 to 3 hour) average
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taxicab waiting times in the airport queue. However, Yellow-

Checker and the one other company that existed prior to

deregulation still provided 80 percent of all radio-dispatched

trips in July, 1983.

Fares in Phoenix had not been increased for some time prior

to regulatory reform and were low compared to those in similar

cities. Thus, it was not surprising that fares rose immediately

after deregulation. In addition, fares became non-uniform, with

the smaller firms. that emphasized airport service charging more
per mile than the radio-dispatched fleets. Flag-drop charges

remained at $. 85 for most firms, bu t the mi leage charge increased

from $. 85 per mile to a range of $1.20 to $2. 00 per mile, and the

waiting time charge increased from $7. 50 to $12. 00 per hour.

Yellow jChecker I s fare for a four -mi le trip increased by 33

percent, but the increase over the pre-deregulation base was

higher for other firms and hence for airport service. However,

airport limousine fares and contract rates for dial- ride bus

servi ce declined-signif icant ly.

The first-in -f irst -out queue system limi ted price

competition at the airport. This helps to account for the higher

average level of fares on airport service and for the variance

among fares charged by different cabs. The high average fare

presumably accounts for the high average taxicab waiting time,

which for a short time led drivers to charge a $10 to $20 minimum

fare per trip (rather than to refuse short-haul trips, as cabbies

have sometimes done at other airports). In July 1983 the city
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and the airport authority reregulated to some extent. They

imposed driver certification and vehicle safety requirements

(addi t ional to those imposed by the state), imposed requirements

for meters and fare-posting, and banned solicitation of business

in passenger terminals by taxi and limousine drivers. These

requirements reduced the variance among taxi fares, but they also

reduced competition between taxis and limousines.

The increase in taxi fares following deregulation led to a

drop in taxi ridership of about 12 percent between June 1982 and

June 1983, in spite of the increase in the number of cabs in

service. As a result, there was also a drop in trips and revenue

per cab hour.

The changes in regulation made it possible for cabs to offer

new types of service, such as jitney service, but no such

services were offered. The explanation is probably that jitney

service is uneconomical in Phoenix because of low densities and

high automobile ownership.

Tucson

Teal et al. report qualitatively similar results from regu-

latory reform in Tucson. However, because fares had been

increased shortly before deregulation, the increase in fares was

much smaller in Tucson, and as a result ridership did not fall.

The number of cabs rose from 60 to 97, fares increased (16

percent for Yellow Cab) due to an increase in waiting time

charges, and the share of the firm that had a monopoly prior to
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deregulation fell. Net revenue per cab is low ($35 per 10 hour

day). Variance among fares charged by different companies did

not occur.

Other xperiences with Regulatory Reform

This section reviews the experiences with regulatory reform

of several cities on which we have less information than was

available to us on the cases reported above.

Atlanta

Atlanta switched from restr icted to open entry 1965, but

then switched back to restricted entry in 1981.

deregulated . 199

Fares were not

Open entry led to an increase in the number of licensed cabs

from about 700 to about 1400 in the short run, but evidently most

of the additional cabs had previously operated as unlicensed

cars for hire " in minority neighborhoods. However, by 1970 the

number of cabs increased to about 1900. 200 Along wi th the two

other major cities t41at then had open entry policies (Washington,

C. , and Honolulu), Atlanta had one of the three highest ratios

of cabs to residents among U. S. cities. (See Table 1.) When

entry controls were re imposed in 1981, Atlanta .speci f ied a

199 Unless otherwise indicated, the discussion of Atlanta is
based on Paratransit Services, 1983, pp. 6-
200

Kirby et al. , 1974, Table 
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maximum of 1, 500 cabs to be reached by attrition. In 1983, the

number of cabs was close to 1, 500.

Open entry also changed the structure of the industry.

While five companies operated the 700 licensed cabs that were

service prior to open entry, after open entry the industry was

composed primari ly of independent owner -operators. When entry

controls were reimposed in 1981, Atlanta specified that new

entrants were requ ired to have a minimum of 25 cabs. Perhaps for

this reason, between 1981 and 1983 the number of cab firms

declined from 55 to 25.

According to a 1976 report, in Atlanta .service is

cons idered to be good, . which .probably means that there

very many complaints about it. . 201

are 

However, according to post-reregulation reports by

Rosenbloom (1983) and Paratransit Services (1983), there were

problems under open entry. Rosenbloom reports that under open

entry there was a decrease in taxi service in minority

neighborhoods and in other parts of the city, although there was

an increase at the airport and major hotels. Rosenbloom also

reports that there were complaints about severe problems at the

airport, but the nature of the problems is not specified, and the

only concerned party mentioned is the Chamber of Commerce.

Paratransit Services reports that local business leaders and city

201 Olson and Kuehl, 1976, p. 52.
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officials, who were interested in creating a progressive image

for the city, were concerned with the over -supply of cabs, the

unstable business environment in the industry, poor quality of

service, and frequent visitors I complaints about taxicab service.
These problems motivated a return to entry restrictions.

These reports contain no evidence that local residents of

Atlonta had complaints about taxi service under open entry.

Also, there is no evidence that open entry was associated with

higher administrative costs. In fact, under open entry one

police sergeant was assigned to enforcement of the taxi

ordinance. When entry was restricted in 1981, the enforcement

staff was increased to 12.

Indianapolis

After limiting the number of licenses in the conventional

manner, Indianapolis temporarily adopted an open entry policy

during 1973-74. 202 Administratively this involved redistributing

219 of more than 300 Jicenses that had been revoked because they

had been out of service for over 60 days. 203

202 The discussion of Indianapolis is based on Gilbert and Gelb,
1980.

203 A large company, Red Cab, which went bankrupt, had many
licenses it did not use. No new licenses were issued during
1974- 1980. A comparison of 1972 and 1983 market structures
indicates that Yellow Cab grew sUbstantially as did the
independents as a result of Red Cab' s demise. See Paratransit
Services, Figure 5.
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Apparently, licensing was not a binding constraint on the

number of taxicabs before open entry. This would explain why

the number of cabs evidently did not increase following open

entry. There was an increase from 5 to 26 in the number of

independent operators, but this change in the structure of the

industry could be related to the bankruptcy of the largest firm

as much as to open entry. Even after open entry was ended, entry

barriers probably did not have much effect on the number of cabs;

in 1980 a city official estimated that a medallion was worth on

only $400- 500.

Gilbert and Gelb (1980) report that complaints to the city

about cab service tripled following open entry. It became more

di ff icult to enforce insurance and safety regu lat ions, in part

because of the larger number of firms and apparently in part

because with the larger number of independent cabs and increased

turnover it became more difficult for the city to locate drivers,

whose hours were irregular and whose places to business changed

frequently. Rosenbloom (1983) reports that the quality of

vehicle maintenance declined significantly. There were also

reports of increased crime committed by drivers of independent

cabs. It appears that at least some of these problems were a

result of lax standards concerning driver qualifications rather

than open entry and the increased number of independents. 204

204 DOT, 1980, p. 62.
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Portland

In 1979 Portland removed its population-hased ceiling on the

number of taxi licenses and legalized shared-ride service.

However, entry still required a finding that the new supply was

in the public interest and was restricted to operators with a

24-hour per day dispatch capability and a minimum of ten cabs

sufficient cabs to provide citywide service 205 Fur thermore,

in 1980 restrictions on entry were increased. The ratio of taxi

licenses to populatIon was again taken into consideration, and

applicants were required to have a minimum of 15 cabs. According

to Gelb (1982 , pp. 32, 34), these provis ions effect ively exclude

small unaffiliated owner-operators and help to explain the very

limited demand for new permits in response to the code changes

enacted in Portland" 206 The few additional permits that were

issued in 1979- 80 required a considerable amount of time and

effort. 207 Portland also retained regulations over maximum fares

but raised the fare. ceiling by 30 percent. In 1980 Portland

205 Ge 1 b, 1982, pp. 4, 17.

206 However, Gelb, 1982, p. 34, adds: "On the other hand,
Portland operator-s say that the local taxi business has been
declining over the past three years and that current ridership is
insufficient to support existing taxicabs, let alone additional
ones. The lack of demand for the remaini ng permits allowable
under the old ceiling supports this view. Gelb also notes that
one small taxi firm declined additional permits after its
application was approved (p. 52).

207 Gelb, 1982, pp. 27-28.
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tightened regulations for drivers and taxi firms. In short,

regulatory reform was quite limited in scope.

Prior to the 1979 changes, the number of taxi licenses per

capita (. 33 per 1000) was low by national standards, and
medallions carried a price of $3, 000 to $9, 000. 208 There were

three taxi firms (all associations of owner-operators) with 113,

102, and 11 licenses respectively.
After the changes, another firm entered the taxi industry

and acquired 15 lic nses. The total number of licenses increased

by 18, or 8 percent. There was no change in the geographic

coverage of service. There was no significant new price competi-

tion (although one firm quotes point-to-point fares) or service

innovation; prices were uniformly increased by the maximum

permitted soon after the maximum fare was raised.
Gelb (1982, p. ix) states: The original revisors I objec-

tive of inducing competition and service innovations was not

realized. Gi ven the limi ted nature of the regulatory changes and
the city I slater retre nchment, however, this is not surprising.

208 Kirby, 1980, p. 23. Wainwright, 1984, reports that licenses
were not transferable, that the total of 226 permi ts was 27 less
than the maximum permi t ted by the taxi ordinance, and that there
was no waiting list for medallions. Gelb, 1982, pp. X-XI,
reports that before and after the regulatory changes the two
large companies divided tne city and took or referred phone
requests on a geographic basis, but more recent information
indicates this does not occur.
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Fresno

Fresno opened entry and decontrolled fares for eighteen

months during 1979- 81. Prior to deregulation, Fresno required a

minimum of 25 trips per day per cab, a minimum of 5 cabs per

firm, and twenty-four hour per day dispatching. After

reregulating, Fresno required a minimum of $160 per day per cab

in documented revenues, a minimum of 3 cabs per firm, and

twenty-four hour per day dispatching. 209

Deregulation evidently did not lead to an increase in the

number of cabs. The number of cabs was 70 before open entry, 50

at the time open entry ended, and 45 in 1983 following

reregulat ion.

ThL number of firms increased from 8 before open entry to

25- 30 during open entry and then decreased to 20 in 1983

following reregulat ion.

It is reported that after open entry was instituted customer

complaints tripled. Problems reportedly included price gouging,

poor upkeep of vehi-cles, and confusion resulting from having over

25 color schemes for the different companies. Enforcement was

reportedly difficult.

Reregulation was supported by cab companies and by the

non-taxi business community. Following reregulation customer

complaints reportedly dropped. Everyone interviewed by

209 The discussion
1983, pp. 9- 11, and

of Fresno is based on Paratransit Services,
Shaw et ai , 1983 2, pp. 73-80.
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Paratransit Services for their 1983 study viewed the Fresno

experience with open entry negatively.

Spokane

Spokane deregulated entry and fares in 1980. However,

imposed minimum service standards and required that firms

maintain an office or authorize an agent to maintain an office

the city. 210

Deregulation did not lead to an increase in the number of

taxicabs, which evidently declined from 100 prior to 1980 to 92

in 1982- 83 and 80 in 1983- 84. However, there was a significant

change in the structure of the industry. Prior to 1980, Yellow

cab held 96 of the 100 licenses. In 1983- 84, it held 57 of the

80 licenses, while the remaining 23 licenses were held by

independents. After deregulation, Yellow stopped serving the

airport, and the independents concentrated there.

The Spokane taxi regulators eport general satisfaction with

open entry. By con rast, Yellow Cab, which opposed open entry,

claims that the quality of service has deteriorated and that it

receives a dozen complaints each week about price gouging, unsafe

vehicles, and rude behavior on the part of the independent

taxicabs at the airport.

210 The discussion
1983, pp. 36-38.

of Spokane is based on Paratrans it Services,
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Sacramento

Sacramento deregulated entry and fares in 1982. However,

the city cont inues to requ ire 24-hour per day dispatching,

requires filing and posting of fares, and requires a minimum of

three months between fare changes. 211

Open entry led to an increase in the number of cab permi 

from llO to 168. The three firms that held the 110 permi ts prior

to open entry cont inued to hold virtually the same number of

permi ts. The additional permits were held by one new firm with

27 cabs, four new firms with 2 to 10 cabs each, and II new

independents.

(1983, v. , p. 86) report that fares haveShaw et al.

remained at resonable levels and that at least one company has

introduced senior citizen discounts.

There was a substantial increase in the number of cabs

serving the airport. The airport hired starters at four loca-

tions to call up taxicabs from a waiting area, but the airport
management reports difficulty controlling the conduct of taxi-

cabs. The airport charges $3 per trip for taxis leaving the

airport to pay for the starters.
One of the motives for deregUlation was to free the city

council from the task of setting fares, and city officials report

that they have in fact been freed from regulatory tasks that

211 The discussion of Sacramento is based on Paratransit
Services, 1983, pp. 24-27.
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formerly occupied their time. However, administration of

remaining portions of the taxi ordinance now requires more time

because of the larger number of cabs and firms.
212

Paratransit Services (1983) reports that, with the exception

of the largest taxi firm that was in business prior to open

entry, most people contacted in Sacramento were satisfied with

open entry.

Char lot te

In 1982, Charlotte, N. C., opened entry, deregulated fares,

and legalized cruising. 213 Firms are still required to file and

post their fares, but they can set any fares they wish (subject

to certain constraints on extras for additional P9ssengers, late

night service, etc. ) and can negotiate to charge fares lower than

those posted. Firms are still required to have 24 hour a day

radio-dispatching and are required to have a depot on private

property, adequate supervis ion of drivers, and a listed phone

number.

After deregulat ion, the number of cabs remained unchanged,

but the number of companies increased from four to five after one

new firm entered with 14 vehicles. Fares did not increase.

212 This was conf irmed independently.
213

pp.

This discussion is based on Shaw et ai
55- 72 .

1983, v.
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According to Shaw et al. (1983, v. 2, p. 72), " (aJlmost

everyone involved in the regulatory process feels that the

current taxicab ordinance is working well.
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VII. CONCLUSION

Although a number of cities have recently deregulated,

entry, fares, service types, and service quality in the taxi

industry remain heavily regulated in most cities, mainly by local

governments.

There is no persuasive economic rationa"le for some of the

most important regulations. Restrictions on the total number of

firms and vehicles and on minimum fares waste resources and

impose a disproport ionate burden on low income people.

Similarly, there is no economic justification for regulations

that restrict shared-ride, dial- ride, and jitney service.

However, potential market failures provide a crediQle

theoretical rationale for some other types of regulations,

including fare ceilings and regulations dealing with vehicle

safety and liability insurance.

Finally, some regulations might conceivably be justified on

efficiency grounds because of distortions created by other taxi

regulations. Fare regulations that underprice certain categories

of trips might provide a second best rationale for prohibitions

on service refusal, requirements to offer service at certain

times or places, or minimum levels on the numbers of cabs

operated by firms. However, surcharges for unprof i table services

would be more efficient than such service requirements.

Experience with open entry and fare competition in the

radio-dispatch market segment has generally been favorable. This

is apparently true in Seattle, Oakland, Berkeley, Spokane,
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Sacramento, and Charlotte. 214 This is important because

typically about 75 percent of taxi trips are produced by radio-

dispatched cabs.

The favorable effects of open entry in radio-dispatch market

segments include increases in the number of taxi firms and

decreases in the market shares of the largest firms, increases in

the number of cab hours of service, reductions in fares and

response times, and reductions in the amount of time city

councils devote to licensing and fare setting.
Overall, there have been no widespread significant problems

related to open entry in radio-dispatch market segments. Wh i le

an increase in customer complaints was recorded in Indianapolis

and Fresno, these can best be dealt with through driver qualifi-

cation and vehicle safety requirements rather than restrictions

on the total number of cabs.

In marked contrast to the radio-dispatch segments, there

have been many problems in cab stand market segments at airports
'-c

following regulatory reform as a result of lengthening of the cab

queues. These problems do not provide an argument in favor of

entry restrictions, however. Rather, they suggest that there

would be significant efficiency gains from either increasing fare

competition at airports by altering the queue system or imposing

or lowering fare ceilings on airport taxi service.

214 Interviews carried out by Federal Trade Commission staff
suggest that part ial deregulat ion in Jacksonvi lie, Flor ida,
also had favorable effects in the radio-dispatch market segment.
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APPENDIX A

ELABORATION OF THE THEORETICAL MODEL

Figure 1 in Section III illustrates the theoretical model of

a taxi market in fare-service (F, S) space. While this is useful

for many purposes, for some purposes it is more revealing to use

a diagram in which cabs hours of service (S) and number of taxi

rides (R) are on the axes, as in Figure 3 below. 215 Given the

model, points in (F, S) space can be mapped to points in (S, R)

space, and the same letters (with prime signs) are used to

designate corresponding points in Figures 1 and 3. The reader

may find it helpful to refer to Figure 1 as well as Figure 3

while reading this appendix.

In Figure 3, suppose that J' is the point of joint profit

maximization for the taxi industry. Around J' one can draw a

family of iso-profit contours, such as the three solid elliptical
contours that pass through points M' and K' The prof i t

level is constant along each contour and declines as one moves to

contours farther from J' Thus, suppose that prof i ts ar

positive along the contour through M' , zero along the contour

through B' , and negative along the contour through K' Along the

zero-profit contour, B' is the point where number of taxi rides

is maximized, D' is the point where number of cab hours of

service is maximized, and E' is the point where average waiting

215 This figure is
1982, Appendix C.

adapted from Sheshinski, 1976, and Frankena,
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time is minimized. If entry is unrestricted, the industry will

operate along the zero-profit contour. I f entry is limi ted, the

industry will typically operate at a point such as H or M'

where prof its are pos i t i ve.

Suppose that the efficient allocation of resources from

society s point of view is at point K' , where (for reasons

discussed in Sections III and IV.A. B) the industry operates at a

loss. Around K' one can draw a family of iso-social welfare

contours, such as the five dashed elliptical contours that pass

through points , N , M , and C' The social welfare level

is constant along any given contour and declines as one moves to

contours farther from K' Figure 3 has been drawn so that the

point that is "second best" efficient (i.e., on the highest iso-
social welfare contour) given the zero-profit constraint is B'

B' also happens to be the point along the zero-profit constraint

at which the number of rides is maximized, but in general the

eff icient and maximum ridership points will not coincide.
If the fare is- held constant and service is increased, the

number of cab rides will increase. For a given fare, the

relationship between service and ridership is represented by an

. iso-fare line, two of which are shown in Figure 

represents a fare higher than F

Suppose the government were to set the fare at the second

best efficient level but not limit entry. In that case, the taxi

industry would operate at point B' If the government chose a

fare above the second best efficient level and did not restrict
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entry, the industry would operate at a point along the zero-

profit locus such as N' , C , D' , or E' If the fare was set so

that the industry would operate at N , a restriction on the

maximum number of taxis would move the industry to a point such

as M on the same " iso-fare " line where both Sand R would be

lower. If the fare was set higher so that the industry was

operating at C' , a restriction on the maximum number of taxis to

the same level as at M I would move the industry to point such as

H' . If the industry was operating at H , a reduction in the

regulated fare without a change in the maximum number of taxicabs

licensed would move the industry to a point such as M

Suppose now that the government has imposed fare and entry

regulations so that the taxi industry is operating at H There

would be an efficiency gain if the government reduced the fare to

the second best efficient level and eliminated entry restric-

tions, since the industry would then move to point B , which is

on a higher iso-social welfare contour. In this case, there

would be a smal er fficiency gain if the fare was reduced even

if the entry restriction was not changed, since the industry

would move from H I to a point such as M' , which is on a higher

i so-social welfare contour.

By contrast, elimination of the entry restriction without a

reduction in the fare might reduce social welfare. Starting from

point H , such a policy change would move the industry to point

C " which happens to be on a lower iso-social welfare contour.

While such a result is possible, it is not necessary. If the
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industry started at point M' rather than elimination of entry

restrictions without a fare reduction would move the industry to

point which happens to be on a higher iso-social welfare

contour.
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APPENDIX B

EMPIRICAL ESTIMATES OF THE DEMAND FOR TAXI SERVICE

This appendix summarizes available information on (1) the

elasticity of demand for taxi rides with respect to taxi fares,

waiting time, and income: (2) the cross elasticities of demand

between taxis and other urban transportation modes: and (3) the

value of waiting time.

The Demand for Taxi Rides

Fare Elasticity
We have found seven estimates of the fare elast ici ty of

demand for taxi rides in the literature (see Table 6). wi th the

exception of some of the estimates reported by Fravel and Gilbert

(1978), all estimates lie in the range between - 6 and -

The median estimate is -

These estimates have several shortcomings. The data and

estimation techniques used fall considerably short of current

standards for econometric work on demand functions. First, some

of the estimates are based on very short time series for a single

city. Some are based on data for a single firm in a city with

more than one taxi firm: such estimates assume that market shares

are cons tant. Some are based on the effect of a single fare

change.

Second, the estimation techniques implicitly assume that

fare changes are not accompanied by changes in the level of

service and waiting times, which would affect the number of taxi

rides demanded. This assumption is probably invalid.
162-
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Table 6

Estimates of the Fare Elasticity of Demand for Taxi, Rides

Study Data

K. Ministry
of Transport
(1953 )

London
1951-52

Ki tch et al.
(1971)

- -

Chicago
1965

Wong ( 1971 Washington, D.

Fravel and
Gilbert (1978)

14 firms
wide

1976-77

nation-

Brown and
Fitzmaurice
(1978)b

21 Pa. cities
with populations
of 12, 000- 129, 000

Applied Economics
Associates (1978)b

Seattle
1977

McGillivray (l979)d Danville, Ill.,
population 143, 000

1975-

Notes: aNo test of significance.
bCited in Fravel and Gilbert (1978).
CNot significant at 10 percent level.
dShared-r ide taxi service.
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Elastici ty

-1. 0 or less
in absolute value

-1. 4

Range: -1. 5 to +1. 
Median: -



fare is initially very high, an increase in the fare will lead to

a new equilibrium at which the waiting time is lower, particular-

ly if entry restrictions are not binding. If an increase in

fares leads to a reduction in waiting times, estimates of the

fare elasticity of demand that assume that waiting time is

constant will be biased downward in absolute value. Also, the

estimates ignore tips. If the percentage tip varies inversely

with the level of the fare, omiss ion of the tip from the fare

variable would cause a downward bias in the absolute value of the

fare elasticity estimate.

Third, few of the estimates are accompanied by tests of

statistical significance, and in other cases the estimates are

not signi f icantly different from zero at convent ional leve is.

Thus, taken individually, the estimates carry little weight.

However, the median of the estimates should be given some weight,

subject to the qualifications listed above. 216

We conclude that the available evidence is consistent with

the hypothesis that -the fare elasticity of demand for taxi rides

is generally around - 8 to - It should be added that there

is no reason to believe that the fare elasticity is a constant

independent of the fare level. Along a linear demand curve, the

absolute value of the elasticity increases as the fare increases.

It should also be noted that if the fare were set at the

level at which taxi firms would maximize joint profits, ile fue

216 The variance of the median of the means from repeated
samples is smaller than the variance of the means themselves.
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elasticity would be greater than one in absolute value. If it
were not for the downward bias of unknown magnitude in the

elasticity estimates, one could speculate that at the times and

places that the data for the studies listed in Table 6 were

gathered, taxi fares were below the levels at which taxi firms

would have maximized joint profits (holding the level of waiting

time constant).

Waiting-Time Elasticity

There does not appear to be any direct information about the

elasticity of the demand for taxi rides with respect to waiting

time. I t would, however, be poss ible to make some inferences

about responses to changes in waiting times if .we had an idea of

the value that people place on their waiting time. For example,

if an individual values waiting time at $10. 00 per hour, a fare

increase of $1. 00 and a waiting time increase of 6 minutes would

have the same effect on that person s demand for taxi rides.

Valuation of waitiQg time is discussed below.

Income Elastici ty

In Section V. a, we summarized evidence on the use of

taxis by different income groups. In many taxi markets the

income elasticity of demand for taxi rides is negative, 217 e.,
low income people take more taxi rides per capita than do high

income people. Even though the evidence does not allow us to

217 Of course, no good can have a negative income elasticity of
demand at very low income leve is.
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conclude that the income elasticity of demand is negative in all

cities (e.g., in large cities with a major cruising cab market),

there is strong evidence that the income elasticity is uniformly

lower than one, i . e., low income people spend a larger percentage

of their incomes on taxis than do high income people.

Substitution Between Taxis and Other Services

Beesley (1979, p. 109) calculated the cross-price elasticity

of demand for taxicabs with respect to transit fares over the

period 1960 to 1976 in London to be 0.
218 Sketchy evi dence

provided by a 1970 citywide transit fare increase in New York

City led one study to conclude that the cross-price elasticity of

demand for taxi service with respect to trans it fares was zero,

but this is contradicted by a study of a 1948 subway fare

increase which concluded that the elasticity in question was

positive. 219

De Vany produced evidence from simulations of bus/taxi

competition at airports indicating that a substantial diversion

of passengers occurs from cabs to buses if waiting time for taxis

218 However, this estimate must be discounted somewhat
of problems calculating changes in taxi quantity.
219 Kirby et al., 1974, p. 125. In any event, there is no
reason to bel iev this particular elasticity would be uniform
across cities, since it would probably depend on relative time
and money costs of travel by transit and taxi. Also, estimates
of the cross-price elasticity of demand for taxi service are
probably biased downward. The estimates do not allow for the
fact that an increase in the demand for taxis leads to an
increase in waiting times, given fare and entry controls.

because
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high. However, this result is based on assumptions rather

than empirical observat ions about behavior. Estimates of
limousine and taxi cross-price elasticities of demand for non-
resident business travelers are on the order of 1. 0 to 2. 220

The Value of Wai t ing Time

There are no estimates of what consumers would be willing to

pay to reduce the average wai t ing time for taxis.
Existing studies suggest that, for rush hour work trips, on

average people value in-vehicle travel time by car and/or public
transit at about one-third of their hourly wage rates. People

value time walk ing to trans it stops and waiting for trans it

vehicles at about two to three times this much. 221

It is difficult to use these estimates to make inferences

about willingness to pay to reduce waiting times for taxis, since

the si tuat ions are different. The majority of taxis in most

cities are hailed by phone, and people who call taxis may be able

to use much of the waiting time productively. Thus, it is

reasonable to suppose that on average people would not be willing

to pay as much per hour to reduce the time they wai t fo taxis as

they would be willing to pay to reduce the time they spend

waiting at bus stops, or even as much as they would be willing to

pay to reduce the time they spend riding in a car or bus. Also,

220
De Vany, 1977, pp. 34-5, citing deNeufville et al. , 1972.

Frankena, 1979, Chapter 2 , and 1982 , Chapter 2.221
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taxis are not used primarily for commuting to work. For people

who use taxis, time is apt to have a lower value on average than

time would have for work trips. On the other hand, the value of

waiting time in the cruising cab market may be quite high, since

rides often take place during work hours.
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